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ABSTRACT

AN EXTENSIBLE SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE SECONDARY
USE OF ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS IN CLINICAL RESEARCH

Ery�lmaz, El
�f

M.S., Department of Computer Engineering

Supervisor : Prof. Dr. �smail Hakk� Toroslu

Co-Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Asuman Do§aç

June 2013, 103 pages

In order to facilitate clinical research studies re-using Electronic Health Records (EHR)
has a great potential. Besides interoperability, safeguarding the security and privacy
of the medical data in the context of secondary use for clinical research is one of
the most important challenges in this respect. In order to ensure that the clinical
information is shared among EHR systems and clinical research systems in an ethical
and safe way, there needs to be standards-based and adaptable security and privacy
mechanisms that can be used by both clinical care and clinical research parties in an
interoperable manner by taking into account policies, consent and use agreements of
the participating parties.

In this thesis, an extensible security infrastructure has been developed that supports
re-use of the EHRs for strengthening the post-approval drug safety studies in the area
of clinical research. This work involves the implementation of the security architecture,
including novel data protection mechanisms applied to the queried clinical instances as
well as additional security services compatible with standard pro�les that guarantees
the safe use of EHRs for the clinical research studies. In conformance to the selected
standards, guidelines, and well-accepted methodologies, this thesis has addressed to
�nd a balance between the privacy concerns for the use of personal data and the
requirements of clinical research environments that aim to serve to the public good.
In this respect, �exible security architecture is designed and made con�gurable for the
Data Protection O�ces of EHR sources according to their preferences.
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ÖZ

ELEKTRON�K SA�LIK KAYITLARININ KL�N�K ARA�TIRMALARDA �K�NC�L
KULLANIMI �Ç�N GEN��LET�LEB�L�R GÜVENL�K ALTYAPISI

Ery�lmaz, El
�f

Yüksek Lisans, Bilgisayar Mühendisli§i Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. �smail Hakk� Toroslu

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. Asuman Do§aç

Haziran 2013 , 103 sayfa

Klinik ara³t�rma çal�³malar�n� kolayla³t�rmada Elektronik Sa§l�k Kay�tlar�n�n (ESK)
yeniden kullan�lmas� büyük bir potansiyele sahiptir. Birlikte çal�³abilirlik yan�nda, kli-
nik ara³t�rmalar için ikincil kullan�mda t�bbi verilerin güvenlik ve gizlili§ini korumak
bu alandaki en önemli sorunlardan biridir. Klinik bilginin ESK sistemleri ve klinik
ara³t�rma sistemleri aras�nda etik ve güvenli bir ³ekilde payla³�lmas�n� sa§lamak ama-
c�yla, klinik bak�m ve klinik ara³t�rma partileri taraf�ndan kullan�labilen standartlara
dayal�, birlikte çal�³abilen ve uyarlanabilir güvenlik ve gizlilik mekanizmalar� olmas�
gereklidir.

Bu tez kapsam�nda, klinik ara³t�rma alan�nda pazar sonras� ilaç güvenli§i çal�³malar�n�
güçlendirmek amac�yla ESK'lar�n yeniden kullan�m�n� destekleyen geni³letilebilir bir
güvenlik altyap�s� geli³tirilmi³tir. Bu çal�³ma, sorgu sonucu olarak al�nan klinik örnek-
lere uygulanan yeni veri koruma mekanizmalar� ile birlikte standart pro�llere uygun
ek güvenlik servislerini kapsayarak ESK'lar�n klinik ara³t�rma çal�³malar�nda güvenli
kullan�m�n� garanti etmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Belirginsizle³tirme, Farkl� �simle De§i³tirme, Anonimle³tirme, ESK'lar�n

�kincil Kullan�m�, Klinik örnek
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Re-using Electronic Health Records (EHR) through the e�ective integration and uti-
lization o�ers several bene�ts to improve the results of the clinical research studies.
On the other hand, sharing the medical data in an ethical and safe way is one of the
most critical issues in these studies. While sharing the medical data with research
parties to ful�ll their requirements to conduct the research, clinical care parties should
also keep the rights of individuals by not disclosing any identi�able information. To
address this challenge from the security and privacy point of view, there needs to be
interoperable, standards-based and extensible security mechanisms that can be used
by both clinical care and clinical research parties.

In the literature, there are several e�orts [1, 2, 3] describing generic frameworks in order
to protect patient related data in research networks. Among these, the Pommerening
approach [1] is selected in this thesis as a pioneering work that is a result of a study
carried out by the TMF(the Telematics Platform for the Medical Research Networks
of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research) of Germany. It provides the basic
requirements of ensuring patient privacy in research studies, and �ve di�erent models
for pseudonymization (a particular type of anonymization) of patient data. However,
in these scenarios, the purpose is to create a separate data warehouse (DWH) that is
set up for the purpose of clinical research studies and the proposed pseudonymization
services are used to create such a DWH. However, in this thesis, we claim that without
the need of such separate clinical research data warehouses, EHR systems can be in-
volved in clinical research studies, by accepting population based queries from trusted
parties and sharing de-identi�ed medical summaries of the eligible patients through
secure channels. Therefore, we have designed data protection mechanisms on top of
the clinical data instances shared as result sets of population based queries instead of
securing all data elements in the DWH of the responsible parties. The mechanisms
developed in this scope include de-identi�cation and pseudonymization services pro-
viding that clinical information is shared securely within the interoperable parties in
an e�ective way, complying with all necessary legal requirements to protect patient
rights. Additional mechanisms such as auditing of events and message level security
compliant with the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) standards complement
this data level security approach in this security infrastructure.

This thesis work is a small part of the SALUS Project [4] co-�nanced by the Euro-
pean Commission within the 7th Framework Program (FP7) under grant agreement
no ICT-287800. SALUS Project aims to create the necessary infrastructure to enable
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secondary use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) in an e�cient and e�ective way
for reinforcing the post market safety studies so that patient safety can be ensured
through early detection of rare adverse events. In SALUS Project, functional inter-
operability pro�les have been developed to query population based EHR data from
distributed EHR systems for carrying out post market safety studies. As a result of
these population based queries, a set of medical summaries of the eligible patients can
be shared in standard based medical summary formats, two of which are Health Level
Seven (HL7) Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) Release 2 [5] document format
using PCC/CCD templates and HL7 CDA Resource De�nition Format (RDF) Model
templates. From the security point of view, we have developed novel data protec-
tion mechanisms to work directly on top of clinical data based on these templates
(assuming to retrieve EHRs in a structured form) for the post-market safety studies
with additional security services in the scope of this thesis work. As an additional
implementation to be used in one of the SALUS pilot application scenarios, we have
also applied data protection mechanisms on top of the Individual Case Safety Reports
(ICSRs) in ICH E2B format [6].

Within the scope of the SALUS Project, collected medical data sets from EHR Sys-
tems are specialized for SALUS Pilot applications to run Adverse Drug Event (ADE)
noti�cation, safety analysis methods and Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) re-
porting tools. On the research side, each of these applications and methods requires to
retrieve medical data sets in di�erent formats. Based on the initial analysis, Temporal
Pattern Discovery, Temporal Association Screening and Patient History tools prefer to
retrieve data in conformance to Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)
Common Data Model (CDM) [7], while ICSR Reporting tool will produce case safety
reports in E2B(R2) [6] speci�cations along with local models like the ICSR template
provided by Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA). By analyzing these models required to
process in the pilot applications, the common core data element set has been devel-
oped as meaningful fragments to be used for enabling patient safety studies and the
development of SALUS harmonized ontology based on this common data element set
has been �nalized. Having this underlying structure as common data element set at
the end, in the scope of this thesis, we have designed data level protection mechanisms
to be applied on top of the common core data element set that can be semantically
mapped to the any other data elements used in the selected SALUS pilot application
scenarios. As a result, each data element that are mapped to the relevant Common
Data Elements (CDEs) are taken into account to be anonymized by data level protec-
tion mechanisms that constitutes the general infrastructure in this thesis work. In this
architecture on the data level, we have designed the de-identi�cation techniques and
pseudonymization services on top of CDEs that may have in any other format used
in the selected SALUS pilot scenarios and can be applied easily by mapping CDEs to
the other formats.

In order to build a generic security infrastructure for this purpose, we have analyzed
many di�erent approaches for enabling safety of the medical data in the context of
secondary use for clinical research by taking into account available policies and reg-
ulations within Europe. First of all, European Union (EU) Directive 95/46/EC [8]
that de�nes the legal ground for the circulation and use of personal data in EU have
been followed as a basis of this analysis. The Commission published the "Opinion
4/2007 on the concept of personal data" document [9] to present further clari�cation
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for the de�nition of personal data and the processing of personal data for clinical
research. Despite these clari�cations, there are still gray areas, and National Data
Protection Supervisory Authorities in the EU countries publish data protection guide-
lines to set the legal ground for the secondary use of medical data in the context of
local regulatory frameworks. Among available standards and guidelines compliant with
these European regulations, International Organization for Standardization (ISO/TS
25237:2008) Health Informatics - Pseudonymization [10] is accepted as an underlying
standard in our security model presented along this thesis. In addition to this, Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [11] has carefully examined
the general rules for uses and disclosures of de-identi�ed protected health information,
which we have bene�ted from in our work. Lastly, Healthcare Information Technol-
ogy Standards Panel (HITSP) guidelines [12] and IHE IT Infrastructure Healthcare
Pseudonymization Handbook [13] are taken into account as additional guidance to
design and implement our extensible security architecture.

Within the scope of this thesis, we have developed extensible, standards-based, in-
teroperable security framework that is compliant with legal and ethical requirements
analyzed by taking into account policies, consent and use agreements of the partici-
pating infrastructures at both national and European level. As a result of this work,
we have provided a fully functional open source toolset that enables the developers to
self-enhance this security infrastructure for their research purposes according to the
rules and regulations valid in their sites. In order to implement such system, existing
standards, solutions, and concepts of European e-Infrastructures has been analysed
and selected to be used in an adequate way. In conformance to the selected stan-
dards, guidelines, and well-accepted methodologies, we have tried to �nd a balance
between the privacy concerns for the use of personal data and the requirements of
clinical research environments that aims to serve to the public good. In order to pro-
vide �exibility of this security infrastructure, we have designed and implemented it
as con�gurable for both clinical care and clinical research parties involved in research
studies that there needs to be convincing results from both sides' point of view. We
will provide the design and implementation details of the architecture in the following
chapters.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background on enabling
standards and technologies study including Legal Framework that constitutes the
building blocks for the design of this security infrastructure as well as technologies
used to implement such system. This Chapter also includes the summary of the re-
lated work on software solutions in the market in comparison with our architecture
presented throughout this thesis. The architecture, design and implementation de-
tails of the proposed security infrastructure explained in detail in Chapter 3. Finally,
Chapter 4 concludes the thesis supported with some discussions and suggests possible
future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND ON LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND
ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

In this chapter, �rst legal framework and standards are presented guiding mostly
throughout the design of our security infrastructure. After that, main enabling tech-
nologies and standards that are used to implement this security infrastructure are
provided in this chapter.

2.1 Legal Framework and Standards

2.1.1 De�nitions

In order to better explain the Legal Framework that is valid among the EU countries,
the formal de�nitions of many terms are provided in this section in reference to EU
Directive 95/46/EC [8], ARTICLE 29 Data Protection Working Party [9], ISO/TS
25237:2008 [10] standard and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA)[11].

• Anonymization: Anonymization is a process to remove the relation between a
data set and the data subject and this can be done by:

� Removing or transforming characteristics that can de�nitely identify the
data subject in the data set, therefore the relation becomes not unique and
it can be associated to more than one data subject.

� Increasing the population in the data subjects set so that the association
between the data set and the data subject is not unique.

• Anonymous data: Anonymous data is any information relating to a person
where the person cannot be identi�ed directly. Therefore, anonymous data is
the data that previously referred to an identi�able person, but where that iden-
ti�cation is no longer possible.

• Consent: The data subject's consent means any given speci�c and informed
indication of his wishes by which the data subject signi�es his agreement to
personal data relating to him being processed.
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• Data Controller: A data controller is the natural or legal person, public au-
thority, agency or any other body which alone or jointly with others determines
the purposes and means of processing personal data.

• Data Processor: A data processor is de�ned as the natural or legal person,
public authority, agency or any other body which processes personal data on
behalf of the controller.

• De-identi�cation: De-identi�cation is de�ned as a process of removing personal
identity revealing attributes and replacing the required identi�ers and attributes
required for research purposes either with pseudonyms or when possible with
more generalized categories (like year of birth instead of exact birth date). It
should be noted that in some cases, such de-identi�cation may not serve to
the needs of a speci�c clinical research study, when such generalization makes
the data unusable. In such cases, where indirectly identi�able data is needed,
speci�c agreements with data controllers may be needed which often requires
patient consents.

• IDAT or Identi�cation Data: IDAT means personal data allowing a data
subject to be directly identi�ed. In the Pommerening approaches [1], the data
sources keep identity data (IDAT) and the medical data (MDAT) including med-
ical history of the patient separately.

• Personal Data: Personal data shall mean any information relating to an iden-
ti�ed or identi�able person (data subject) who directly or indirectly identi�ed
in particular by reference to an identi�cation number or to one or more fac-
tors speci�c to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social
identity.

• Pseudonymization: Pseudonymization is a particular type of anonymization
that both removes the relation with a data subject and adds a relation between
a particular set of characteristics relating to the data subject and one/more
pseudonyms. It provides a means for information to be linked to the same person
across multiple data records without revealing the identity of the person as a data
subject which is often required for clinical research studies.

• Sensitive Data: Sensitive data shall mean personal data allowing the disclo-
sure of racial or ethnic origin, religious, philosophical or other beliefs, political
opinions, membership of parties, trade unions, associations or organizations of a
religious, philosophical, political or trade-unionist character, as well as personal
data disclosing health and sex life.

• (Trusted) Third party: Third party means any natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or any other body other than the data subject, the controller,
the processor and the persons who, under the direct authority of the controller or
the processor, are authorized to process the data. Trusted Third Party (TTP) on
the other hand is a security authority who is responsible for pseudonymization
and re-identi�cation of the data subjects. Often the TTP is the only owner
of the key of the cryptographic coding algorithms used in pseudonymization.
Trusted third parties also act as security authorities assigning unique secondary
identi�ers to data subjects given the identifying data. This is especially required
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where data is collected from multiple research sites and needs to be linked for
analysis.

2.1.2 Pommerening Approaches

As mentioned at the beginning in Chapter 1, the Pommerening approaches are ana-
lyzed and selected as a pioneering work for the design of our security infrastructure
in the scope of this thesis. The Pommerening approaches in pseudonymization are
the result of a study that was carried out by the TMF of Germany who supported a
project to develop and implement generic models for pseudonymization that can be
used in research networks, but in other health care scenarios as well [1]. In this study,
the basic requirements are as follows:

• The Data Sources keep identity data (IDAT) and the medical data (MDAT)
separately.

• Central data pools must only contain anonymous or at least pseudonymous data.

• A trusted third party (�Datentreuhänder�) that is protected by law (e.g. a notary)
should carry out the pseudonymization.

• The use of unique patient identi�ers across distinct networks is not allowed.

Pommerening and Reng [1] identi�ed �ve scenarios for secondary use of clinical data
and developed �ve models of pseudonymization for these scenarios:

• Single Data Source, One-Time Secondary Use

• Overlapping Data Sources, One-Time Secondary Use

• One-Time Secondary Use with Re-Identi�cation

• Pseudonymous Research Data Pool

• Central Clinical Data Base, Many Secondary Uses

We will present each of these scenarios in the order of evolution very brie�y in this
section in order to show our selection as a result of analyzing these approaches in this
respect.

Scenario 1 is the simplest one and it is a typical and very intuitive case for anonymiza-
tion. A simple statistical evaluation of EHR data can be given as an example for
this scenario. In Scenario 2, data from diverse sources must be linked together.
This is why the pseudonymization is handled by a Trusted Third Party (TTP). Re-
identi�cation is not necessary in this scenario, hence one-way pseudonyms are enough.
The pseudonymization model for this scenario is presented in Figure 2.1.

In Model 2, medical data (MDAT) is encrypted with the public key of secondary user
(i.e. the data target or requestor), hence the Pseudonym (PSN) service as the trusted
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Figure 2.1: Pommerening Approach - Model 2

third party (TTP) cannot read the MDAT, but the secondary user is able to decrypt
MDAT with its private key. The PSN is generated by the PSN service by doing a one-
way encryption of the Patient Identi�er (PID) with a secret key that is only known
to the PSN service. The PSN service as the TTP does not store anything except the
secret key.

Scenario 3 is similar to Scenario 2, but this time re-identi�cation must be possible.
Hence, Model 3 is an extension of Model 2, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Pommerening Approach - Model 3

Model 3 involves a two-step procedure for pseudonymization and several keys and TTP
services. First, there is a need for a PID that is not a �public� universal identi�er (such
as Patient Number, Insurance Number), but is project speci�c and is generated by a
separate TTP service. Therefore, the PID TTP service stores the "patient list", i.e.
the association between IDAT and PIDs. The PSN service works as a second TTP
service and acts as in Model 2, but this time applies a reversible encryption procedure.

The PSN service does not store the association between PID and PSN, but can restore
the PID from the PSN at any time with the help of its secret encryption key. For
re-identi�cation, the PID service is also involved in the process; it associates the PID
with the identity data and noti�es the data source. It should be noted that this model
is very similar to the Pseudonymization process proposed by ISO [10].
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Scenario 4 is almost identical with Scenario 3. The only di�erence is that on the
secondary use side, the pseudonymized data have to be stored in a data pool with
the need of long-term data accumulation. Hence, Model 4 is identical with Model 3;
it only allows multiple secondary use. Model 4 is refereed as "Model B" accepted by
German TMF. This data pool is available for several di�erent research projects. What
projects may get access, depends on the situation, but as a rule the projects must be
associated to the speci�c health care or research network by contracts; i.e. the data
pool must not be a self-service database for arbitrary projects.

Scenario 5 is the most complex scenario that better �ts the needs of research networks
with a "clinical focus". It supports the long-term observation of patients with chronic
diseases, and facilitates the individual feedback of research results to the patient or to
the responsible physician. Model 5 corresponding to this scenario introduces a central
clinical database as a TTP service with online access for the treating clinician who is
also responsible for the quality of the data. This central clinical database contains no
identity data, but only the PID instead; the reference � in the case of authorised access
� is established via the patient list. If a research project needs data from this central
clinical database, the appropriate data set is exported after pseudonymization by a
PSN service with a project speci�c key; which means, di�erent projects get di�erent
pseudonyms. The main drawback with Model 5 is that it requires implementation of
sophisticated communication procedures among many TTPs. This model is presented
in Figure 2.3. Model 5 is referred as "Model A" of German TMF.

Figure 2.3: Pommerening Approach - Model 5

In our security architecture, we have made use of Scenario 2 for irreversible pseudonymiza-
tion and Scenario 3 for the reversible pseudonymization. Normally, in reference to the
ISO/TS 25237:2008 standard and Pommerening approaches, it is assumed that the
data sources keep identity data (IDAT) and medical data (MDAT) separately. How-
ever, in our architecture, clinical instances include both IDAT and MDAT together
requiring the two separate services as �De-identi�cation� and �Pseudonymization� due
to the fact that Pseudonymization service is only allowed to process MDAT (in en-
crypted format) to assign a speci�c pseudonym for the patient identi�er. Therefore,
de-identi�cation process should take a part before pseudonymization in order to de-
identify IDAT within the clinical instances. The details about our architecture will be
provided in Chapter 3.
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2.1.3 Concept of Personal Data Usage

The main purpose of EU Directive 95/46 of 24 October 1995 is to protect the funda-
mental rights and freedoms of natural persons and in particular their right to privacy,
with regard to the processing of personal data. As presented in the previous section,
personal data is the "data related to an identi�ed or identi�able individual" and the
directive sets the legal ground for the circulation and use of personal data along the
following perspectives [8]:

• Fair and lawful processing

• Processing for limited purposes (no further incompatible processing)

• Adequate, relevant and not excessive

• Accurate and up to date

• Preservation no longer than is necessary

• Data subjects' rights (information and access)

• Secured processing (technically and organisationally)

• No transfer to third countries without adequate protection

• Noti�cation to relevant regulator

The Directive also contains speci�c minimum requirements in terms of the processing
of personal health information, which is categorised as a "special category of data" that
requires special and additional protection in terms of obtaining, processing, security
and disclosure (Article 8 of [8]). As a summary:

• Explicit consent of the data subject is available for data processing; or

• Processing is necessary for the purposes of carrying out the obligations and spe-
ci�c rights of the controller; or

• Processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of
another person where the data subject is physically or legally incapable of giving
his consent; or

• Processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate
guarantees by a foundation, association or any other non-pro�t-seeking body and
that the data are not disclosed to a third party without the consent of the data
subjects; or

• Processing is necessary for preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, treatment or
healthcare services, with supervision by a health professional bound by profes-
sional secrecy.
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The "Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data" published by the Data Pro-
tection Working Party set up under Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC presents further
clari�cation for the de�nition of personal data and the processing of personal data
under certain circumstances including clinical research. The aim is to establish the
appropriate balance between protection of the data subject's rights on the one side,
and on the other side the legitimate interests of data controllers, third parties and the
public interest.

In [9], anonymous data is de�ned as it is any information about a person where the
person cannot be identi�ed by using any kinds of reasonable techniques. In line with
this de�nition, it is clearly presented that, the protection rules cannot be applied to
anonymous data related to a data subject no longer identi�able. In this respect, if
within a clinical research study, subject data is collected in an anonymous manner
inline with the anonymous data de�nition provided by Opinion 4/2007, it is clear that
the data protection rules set in Directive 95/46/EC shall not apply, i.e. explicit consent
of data subject is not mandatory in this case.

The Opinion 4/2007 also elaborates on the case of pseudonymization. The de�nition
of pseudonymization process is inline with that of ISO/TS 25237:2008 as presented
in the previous section. The de�nition of retraceable pseudonymisation (reversible
pseudonymization) is provided where it is possible to re-identify the subject by using
correspondence lists for identities and their pseudonyms or by using two-way cryp-
tography algorithms. It is presented that retraceably pseudonymised data may be
considered as information on individuals which are indirectly identi�able, and in this
respect, data protection rules apply, yet it is stated in [9] that de-identi�cation rules
for such indirect identi�ers can be more �exible than the application of these methods
on the direct identi�ers as they have lower risks than the direct identi�ers.

Regarding irreversible pseudonymization where no re-identi�cation is possible, it is
stated in [9] that anonymization of data can be achieved by one-way cryptography
algorithms. It is presented that in cases where re-identi�cation is not required un-
der any circumstances, applying appropriate technical measures (e.g. cryptographic,
irreversible hashing) may not destroy the provisions of the related Directive [8].

As brie�y summarized, the Opinion 4/2007 document provides further clari�cations,
yet there are still gray areas, especially related with the decision of whether a data can
be considered as anonymous data and hence can be exempted from the data protection
rules. In this respect, in the document the essential role of National Data Protection
Supervisory Authorities is emphasized in the framework of their missions of monitoring
the application of data protection law, which involves providing interpretation of legal
provisions and concrete guidance to controllers and data subjects.

Based on these guidelines, the Data Protection O�cers in respective EU countries
publish guidelines on how clinical data can be used for research purposes. The alter-
natives to be pursued in terms of precedence during secondary use of personal medical
data are as follows:

• Work on anonymous data,

• If impossible to achieve the scienti�c purpose with the previous, work on pseudonymized
data (key-coded data),
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• If impossible to achieve the scienti�c purpose with the previous, work on non-
pseudonymized data (personal data).

As an example, the guidelines that are provided by the Data Protection Commissioner
of Ireland [14] are also in line with Article 29 Working Party guidelines. The �owchart
presented in Figure 2.4 by the Data Protection Commissioner of Ireland presents the
steps to be followed more clearly.

Figure 2.4: Guidelines provided by Data Protection Commissioner of Ireland

In these respect, to design our own security infrastructure, we have analysed many
guidelines as regularity guidance with respect to legal framework following the rules
and regulations de�ned by EU directives presented in this section. The details about
how we have bene�ted from these guidelines are provided in Chapter 2.1.5.

2.1.4 ISO/TS 25237:2008 Health Informatics - Pseudonymization

ISO/TS 25237:2008 standard contains principles and requirements for privacy protec-
tion using pseudonymization services for the protection of personal health information.
Brie�y, ISO/TS 25237:2008 [10]:

• de�nes one basic concept for pseudonymization;
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• gives an overview of di�erent use cases for pseudonymization that can be both
reversible and irreversible;

• de�nes one basic methodology for pseudonymization services including organi-
zational as well as technical aspects;

• gives a guide to risk assessment for re-identi�cation;

• speci�es a policy framework and minimal requirements for trustworthy practices
for the operations of a pseudonymization service;

• speci�es a policy framework and minimal requirements for controlled re-identi�cation;

• speci�es interfaces for the interoperability of service interfaces.

In Figure 2.5, the basic ISO/TS 25237:2008 pseudonymization work�ow is provided
[10]. There are 4 parties in the work�ow: 2 of them are Data Source and Data Target;
the remaining 2 are the trusted third parties (TTP), namely Person Identi�cation
Service and the Pseudonymization Service. When Data Target requests data from
the Data Source, �rst it only receives an acknowledgement that its request is being
processed. Then, the Data Source sends a request to the Person Identi�cation Service
together with the data that the Data Target requests. In this case, it is assumed that
the Data Source keeps the identity data (IDAT) and the medical data (MDAT), but
not the patient identi�er (PID). PID generation based on IDAT is the responsibility of
the Person Identi�cation Service. After generation of PID, IDAT is replaced with PID
in the original data and this time forwarded to the Pseudonymization Service, which
then replaces the PID with the pseudonym (PSN) it generates based on the PID.
Finally, the pseudonymized data is sent to the Data Target by the Pseudonymization
Service; this part is important, in the �nal step, it is not the Data Source delivers the
pseudonymized data to the Data Target at �rst hand. For this reason, the Data Source
has to pass the endpoint information to the Person Identi�cation Service, which will
then forward this information to the Pseudonymization Service.

Furthermore, in application, it is also common practice that the Data Source encrypts
the MDAT before passing the data to the Person Identi�cation Service. This way, the
actual medical data travels in an encrypted way in the complete process. Although
Person Identi�cation Service and the Pseudonymization Service are trusted third par-
ties, they do not need to know the medical details. The former only needs the IDAT,
while the latter only needs the PID. Of course, the Data Target has to be able to
decrypt the encrypted MDAT; i.e. it has to have the necessary decryption key. As a
common practice, MDAT is encrypted by the Data Source with the public key of the
Data Target, so that only the Data Target is able to decrypt with its private key.

After analyzing Pommerening approaches and related regularity rules, we have har-
monised these results with this ISO/TS 25237:2008 standard work�ow in our security
architecture.

2.1.5 Regularity Guidance from Guidelines

In reference to selected standards compliant with EU rules and regulations, we have
analyzed many guidelines to highlight the gray areas that may not be covered clearly by
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Figure 2.5: ISO/TS 25237:2008 Health Informatics � Pseudonymization Work�ow

the laws. In the subsections of this Chapter, we have brie�y summarized our �ndings
from this analysis and how we have bene�ted from each of them while designing and
implementing our security infrastructure.

2.1.5.1 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Regulations

The HIPAA Privacy Rule [11] de�nes the conditions for the usage of protected health
information by third parties for research purposes. In this respect, HIPAA covers the
de-identi�cation process requirements at �rst as follows:

• A person with appropriate knowledge and experience applying generally accept-
able statistically and scienti�c principles and methods for rendering information
which is not individually identi�able.

• Removal of Protected Health Information (PHI)

HIPAA "Safe Harbor" De-Identi�cation of Medical Record Information [11] requires
that each of the following identi�ers in the full data set presented in Table 2.1 of the
individual or of relatives, employers, or household members of the individual must be
removed from medical record information in order for the records to be considered
de-identi�ed.

HIPAA has also de�ned Limited Data Set referring to PHI (Protected Health Infor-
mation) [11] that excludes 16 categories of direct identi�ers from the below list (3. and
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Table2.1: Removal of identi�ers from the full data set

1. Names. 10. Account numbers.
2. All geographic subdivisions
smaller than a state, including street
address, city, county, precinct, ZIP
Code, and their equivalent geo-
graphical codes, except for the ini-
tial three digits of a ZIP Code if, ac-
cording to the current publicly avail-
able data from the Bureau of the
Census: a. The geographic unit
formed by combining all ZIP Codes
with the same three initial digits
contains more than 20,000 people.
b. The initial three digits of a ZIP
Code for all such geographic units
containing 20,000 or fewer people
are changed to 000.

11. Certi�cate/license num-
bers.

3. All elements of dates (except
year) for dates directly related to an
individual, including birth date, ad-
mission date, discharge date, date
of death; and all ages over 89 and
all elements of dates (including year)
indicative of such age, except that
such ages and elements may be ag-
gregated into a single category of age
90 or older.

12. Vehicle identi�ers and se-
rial numbers, including license
plate numbers.

4. Telephone numbers. 13. Device identi�ers and se-
rial numbers.

5. Facsimile numbers. 14. Web universal resource lo-
cators (URLs).

6. Electronic mail addresses. 15. Internet protocol (IP) ad-
dress numbers.

7. Social security numbers. 16. Biometric identi�ers,
including �ngerprints and
voiceprints.

8. Medical record numbers. 17. Full-face photographic im-
ages and any comparable im-
ages.

9. Health plan bene�ciary numbers. 18. Any other unique identify-
ing number, characteristic, or
code, unless otherwise permit-
ted by the privacy Rule for re-
identi�cation.
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18. are excluded) and may be used or disclosed, for purposes of research, public health,
or health care operations, without obtaining either an individual's Authorization or
a waiver or an alteration of Authorization for its use and disclosure, with a data use
agreement. These excluded identi�ers indicates that they may be used for rare cases
and require special processing for de-identi�cation.

Related to the HIPAA rules, ISO/TS 25237:2008 [10] standard de�nes the following
level concepts with respect to the anonymity:

• Level 1 Anonymity: Removal of Clearly Identifying Data

� A �rst, intuitive level of anonymity can be achieved by applying rules of
thumb that provides a su�cient guarantee.

� As an example of Level 1 Anonymity, the HIPAA rule is given. The HIPAA
rule requires that for data to be considered de-identi�ed, 18 enumerated
identi�ers presented earlier should be removed.

• Level 2 Anonymity: Static Model Based Re-identi�cation Risk Analysis

� This level includes a static risk analysis that checks for re-identi�cation
vulnerabilities by di�erent interfaces. This level may for example include
the removal of absolute time references. A reference time marker �T� is
de�ned as the admission of a patient for an episode of care and other events;
discharge is expressed with reference to this time marker.

• Level 3 Anonymity: Routine Resource Risk Analysis

� An anonymized resource used for data mining must undergo a routine sta-
tistical evaluation for re-identi�cation risks associated with the populated
resource. Such risk analysis entails assessments of outliers and analytical
linking with external information resources.

As indicated Level 1 anonymity, removing all unique identi�ers speci�ed by HIPAA
does not entirely work to provide reasonable anonymity and requires further levels
of anonymity. In the literature, there are many statistical disclosure control e�orts
addressing this problem such as k-anonymity [15], l- diversity [16] and t-closeness [17]
and so on. These statistical approaches analyzed within the scope of this thesis work
as a part of the state-of-the-art research will be explained brie�y in Chapter 2.1.6.

2.1.5.2 Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP) Guide-
line

The HITSP Guideline [12] provides speci�c instructions for anonymizing data that are
prepared for repurposing data created as part of routine clinical care delivery. This con-
struct de�nes a guideline speci�cation that provides the ability to anonymize patient
identi�able information for Public Health Case Reporting. However, anonymization
cannot be guaranteed by the use of this construct, and therefore a comprehensive risk
assessment should be conducted in the implementation environment.
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According to HITSP, when releasing data from which direct identi�ers have been re-
moved, there is always the potential for re-identi�cation of individual-level records
through a combination of variables that individually do not identify the data sub-
ject, but which, in combination, create a high risk of re-identi�cation [12]. The most
common such variables are:

• dates (e.g. birth, admission and discharge, procedures),

• geolocators (e.g. postal code, spatial data released on maps),

• gender, and

• diagnostic codes, especially when these refer to less common (though not neces-
sarily rare) health conditions

• unusual education (e.g. PhD in statistical disclosure control procedures)

• unusual occupation (e.g. president of a major teaching hospital in Toronto).

• race, ethnicity, religion, and income or other socio-economic indicators

As a result, HITSP guideline addresses the rare cases that previously speci�ed by the
HIPAA rules at this point and suggest conducting risk analysis to deal with them.
Within the scope of this thesis work, we have worked with Data Protection O�cers of
EHR data sources to deal with such kinds of variables by presenting our analysis on
statistical disclosure control approaches to carry out such risk analysis in this scope.
The details are brie�y presented in Chapter 2.1.6.

2.1.5.3 IHE IT Infrastructure Healthcare Pseudonymization Handbook
(White Paper)

IHE has provided a reasonably complete background on the topic of de-identi�cation
allowing it to be successfully speci�ed and implemented compliant with the rules and
regulations. This handbook [13] discusses a process, the current state of the art,
and gaps with respect to the use of removing individually identi�able information de-
identi�cation of healthcare data including both anonymization and pseudonymization.

According to IHE, de-identi�cation is a process that is used to lower privacy risks in
the context of secondary-uses of data. In the handbook that IHE provided in this
respect, a list of basic design considerations and a process that can be used to de�ne
a de-identi�cation pro�le for speci�c use-cases are provided for the secondary use of
data. As stated in [13], there is no single de-identi�cation procedure �tting universally
to the data needs of all environments. As a result, any security architecture addressing
to protect patient related data, one should �rst determine what and whom should be
protected from with respect to the applicable local laws, regulations and policies.

With this handbook, IHE has provided base guidance that can be re-used and improved
by the other parties dealing with the protection of patient data. In this respect, IHE
has speci�ed a list of possible �elds in Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and related
risks as presented in Table 2.2.
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Table2.2: List of Fields and Related Risks

Example Field Risk Characteristics

Medical Record Number (MRN) Direct identi�cation of a pa-
tient in isolation this may be
safe, however there are many
exceptions both internally and
externally. Is this identi�er
valuable? Can it be substi-
tuted? What are this risks of
this being disclosed?

Social Security Number (SSN) -
USA Realm

Direct identi�cation

First, last, middle, other name �elds Direct identi�cation, esp.
when combined with other
demographic elements

Mailing or physical address Narrows set down to a speci�c
location with a small number
of people

Relatives (mother's maiden name,
next of kin, parents, insurance guar-
antor)

Narrows set down to a speci�c
location with a small number
of people

Free form text �elds (chief com-
plaint, nursing observations, triage
notes, test interpretation, suscep-
tibility test interpretation, impres-
sions, etc.)

Very di�cult if not impossible
to adequately scrub

Codi�ed problems, medications, al-
lergies, procedures

Provided that these data are
not outliers, the risk of iden-
tifying a person is reasonably
low

Medical activity ID (Lab assession,
encounter)

Direct identi�cation for those
with access to a lab ordering
system

Medical device identi�ers (such as
pump bar codes)

Identi�cation of a patient for
those with certain access to IT
systems.

ISO/TS 25237:2008 standard previously has provided guidelines about how some par-
ticular data elements within EHRs can be de-identi�ed. In the light of information
presented in Table 2.2, IHE has reorganized this by grouping data types and related
approaches as presented in Table 2.3.
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Table2.3: Data Types and Possible De-identi�cation Ap-
proaches

Data Types Approaches

Person identifying direct iden-
ti�ers

Should be removed where possible,
or aggregated at a threshold speci-
�ed by the domain or jurisdiction.
Where these data need to be re-
tained, risk assessment of unautho-
rized re-identi�cation and appropri-
ate mitigations to identi�ed risks of
the resulting data resource shall be
conducted.

Aggregation variables For statistical purposes, absolute
data references should be avoided.
Dates of birth are highly identifying.
Ages are less identifying but can still
pose a threat for linking observa-
tional data, therefore it is better to
use age groups or age categories. In
order to determine safe ranges, re-
identi�cation risk analysis should be
run, which is outside the scope of
this Technical Speci�cation. Admis-
sion, discharge dates, etc. can also
be aggregated into categories of pe-
riods, but events could be expressed
relatively to a milestone (e.g. x
months after treatment). Location
data, if regional codes are too spe-
ci�c, should be aggregated. Where
location codes are structured in a hi-
erarchical way, the �ner levels can be
stripped, e.g. where postal codes or
dialing codes contain 20 000 or fewer
people, the code may be changed to
0001)

Demographic data are indirect
identi�ers

Should be removed where possible,
or aggregated at a threshold speci-
�ed by the domain or jurisdiction.
Where these data need to be re-
tained, risk assessment of unautho-
rized re-identi�cation and appropri-
ate mitigations to identi�ed risks of
the resulting data resource shall be
conducted.

Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 � continued from previous page
Outlier variables Outlier variables should be removed

based upon risk assessment. Age
could also be identi�ed as outlier
variables (if a person is for instance
103 years old)

Persistent data resources
claiming pseudonymity

Shall be subject to routine risk anal-
ysis for potentially identifying out-
lier variables. This risk analysis
shall be conducted at least annually.
The identi�ed risks shall be coupled
with a risk mitigation strategy.

Structured data variables Structured data give some indica-
tion of what information can be ex-
pected and where it can be expected.
It is then up to re-identi�cation
risk analysis to make assumptions
about what can lead to (unaccept-
able) identi�cation risks, ranging
from simple rules of thumb up to
analysis of populated databases and
inference deductions. In �free text�,
as opposed to �structured�, auto-
mated analysis for privacy purposes
with guaranteed outcome is not pos-
sible.

Freeform text Non-parsable data should be re-
moved or special text processing ap-
proaches should be applied.

Text/voice data with non-
parsable content

As with freeform text, non-parsable
data should be removed.

Image data Some medical data contain identi-
�able information within the data.
Additional risk assessment shall be
considered for identi�able character-
istics of the image or notations that
are part of the image.

Based on the category of the data item as presented in Table 2.3, IHE has speci�ed
di�erent de-identi�cation algorithms [13] that can be used in the de-identi�cation
process. These can be summarized as:

• Redaction: Removing an atomic data element

• Fuzzing: Adding �noise� to an atomic data element

• Generalization: Making an atomic data element less speci�c
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Figure 2.6: Decision tree for mapping de-identi�cation algorithms

• Text Processing: Special considerations for free-format text

• (Recoverable) Substitution: Changing one data element into another data ele-
ment

• Pass-through: No change

IHE has suggested providing a decision tree for mapping datum to appropriate possible
pseudonymization and de-identi�cation processing algorithms as presented in Figure
2.6.

Within the scope of this thesis work, in the design and implementation phase of our
security architecture, we have guided mostly from this IHE whitepaper and followed
the similar methodologies presented in this section. The details about how we have
bene�ted from this work will be provided in Chapter 3.

2.1.6 Statistical Disclosure Approaches

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1.5.1, to protect individuals' identity when releasing data,
data holders often remove or encrypt explicit identi�ers speci�ed by HIPAA, such as
names and social security numbers. De-identifying data in this way, unfortunately,
provide no guarantee for the anonymity. Released information often contains other
data, such as race, birth date, sex, and ZIP code that can be linked to publicly available
information to re-identify individuals and to infer information that was not intended
for release.

In the scope of this thesis work, we have done state-of-the art research on the �eld
of statistical disclosure control mechanisms addressing this problem. In the literature,
there are several e�orts trying to minimize disclosure risk by the use of the statistical
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techniques. One of the preliminary concepts among them in the data protection �eld is
"k-anonymity" [15]. In this study, the solution addressing the linking problem includes
a formal protection model. K-anonymity indicates that if the information for each
person contained in the dataset cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals
whose information also appears in the dataset, it can be referred as "k-anonymous" and
provides the privacy protection formally. This protection model is important because
it constitutes the basis on for the real-world systems known as Data�y [18], m-Argus
[19] and k-Similar [20] in the scope of privacy protection.

In 2007, research study showed that [16], two simple attacks can destroy a k-anonymized
dataset having severe privacy problems. The problem was due to the little diversity
of sensitive attributes in dataset which results in the discovery of the values of these
sensitive attributes. In order to address this problem, another formal privacy ap-
proach "l-diversity" is provided by the researchers. In this study [16], the main idea
behind l-diversity approach is the requirement of making groups diverse enough with
the well-represented values of the sensitive attributes in each group.

After the evolution of l-diversity approach, another study [17] showed that l-diversity
has a number of limitations especially in preventing the attribute disclosure. This study
proposed "t-closeness" privacy notion requiring that the distribution of a sensitive
attribute in any equivalence class is close to the distribution of the attribute in the
overall table (i.e., the distance between the two distributions should be no more than
a threshold t).

Within the scope of this thesis work, we have mainly analyzed these three main sta-
tistical approaches as a starting point. After that, we have analyzed a research sur-
vey [21] about recent developments on top of these approaches within the scope of
privacy-preserving data publishing �eld. We have also analyzed many open source
tools for statistical disclosure control (ARX Data Anonymization Tool [22], UT Dal-
las Anonymization Toolbox [23], CAT: The Cornell Anonymization Toolkit [24]) with
these existing approaches and algorithms. We have combined those e�orts to explain
the current risks for the disclosure of patient data to guide the Data Protection Of-
�ces of EHR sources in the SALUS Project. We have provided our knowledge from
these studies to conduct risk analysis in order to share patient related data without
destroying the privacy.

2.1.7 Related Work on Software Solutions

In the market, there are software tools [25, 26] like MeDS [25] aiming to remove
all patient identifying information from clinical data documents. However, this tool
basically removes the HIPAA-speci�ed patient identi�ers and has a lack of �exibility for
rare conditions that may result in the identi�cation of individuals indirectly. Therefore,
to address this de�ciency, we have developed our software �exible in order to con�gure
the de-identi�cation methods and set thresholds for uncommon cases based on the
requirements of the respective stakeholders.

On the other hand, there are commercial tools such as CAT [27] and CATS [28] devel-
oped by Custodix to remove a large part of the medical data for the exchange purposes
in an ethical way, compliant with governing legislation. However, we cannot know the
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implementation details of these tools in order to con�gure them for our purpose in
SALUS Project. Therefore, we have implemented our security infrastructure within
the scope of this thesis work as open source software that will be publicly available
at the end of the SALUS Project. Therefore, it will be further improved based on
existing plans and end-user feedback. Additionally, we have used Service Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA) methodologies to provide modularity for further developments easily
by the other parties as well.

As a result, the comparison between our security infrastructure and the other software
tools available in the market shows that our extensible security infrastructure have
addressed the lacks of these available tools and provided additional features in the
scope of this thesis work.

2.2 Enabling Technologies and Standards

After mentioning background information about legal framework with the existing
standards, guidelines and regulations used in the design phase of our security architec-
ture, in this Chapter, we have provided brief information about enabling technologies
and standards used in the implementation phase.

2.2.1 HL7 Clinical Document Architecture

Clinical Document Architecture (CDA), developed by Health Level Seven (HL7) is a
document mark-up standard that speci�es the structure and semantics of a clinical
document for the exchange of clinical data [5]. A valid CDA document is encoded
in XML and conforms to the CDA XML Schema De�nition (XSD) and it enables
the formal representation of clinical statements through CDA entry classes. CDA is
derived from HL7's central Reference Information Model (RIM) [29], thereby enabling
data reusability - with lab or pharmacy messages, with claims attachments, clinical
trials, etc.

The CDA has mainly two parts as a header de�ning the context of the document
and body including the clinical report comprised of sections. A CDA section contains
one narrative block and zero-to-many CDA entries. These main components of CDA
document to be used to represent clinical statements are shown in Figure 2.7.

2.2.2 HL7/ASTM Continuity of Care Document

HL7/ASTM Continuity of Care Document (CCD) [30] is de�ned by HL7 and ASTM
(American Society for Testing and Materials) International to integrate two comple-
mentary healthcare data speci�cations ASTM's Continuity of Care Record (CCR) [31]
and HL7's Clinical Document Architecture (CDA). HL7/ASTM CCD is an implemen-
tation guide for sharing CCR patient clinical information summary data including
patient demographics, problems, medications and allergies using HL7 CDA. The CCD
is an XML-based standard that speci�es the structure and encoding of a patient sum-
mary clinical document.
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Figure 2.7: Main Components of a CDA Document

Normally, CCR also de�nes an XML schema as a content template for the exchange
purposes of electronic medical information without loss of meaning to support conti-
nuity of care. However, Continuity of Care Document (CCD), an alternate implemen-
tation of the CCR using CDA syntax and format of the proprietary CCR format, is
more widely-accepted than CCR's own XML schema. CCD de�nes a single document
template with several section templates and clinical statement templates to be used
for this purpose.

2.2.3 IHE Patient Care Coordination Templates

In order to address speci�c clinical need in support of optimal patient care, Integrat-
ing the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) develops integration pro�les that provide precise
de�nitions of how standards can be implemented to meet speci�c clinical needs. IHE
Patient Care Coordination (PCC) template is developed by IHE as an alternative
content template to CCD detailing the CCD templates at the document, section and
clinical statement levels.

PCC has six main document templates (as well as many section and entry level tem-
plates) di�erent from the single CCD document template including Discharge Sum-
mary, Medical Document, Medical Summary, PHR Extract, PHR Update and Scanned
Document. In short, by developing PCC, IHE de�nes more detailed templates than in
CCD as a speci�c implementation of established standard to coordinate the optimal
patient care.

In SALUS Project, while collecting the medical summaries from underlying EHR Sys-
tems, HL7 Clinical Document Architecture Release 2 (CDA) based templates, one
of the well-de�ned EHR interface standards, are chosen. Entry level CDA content
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modules (templates) that can carry the information required in the SALUS Pilot ap-
plication scenarios are modeled through this standard. The speci�cations of the entry
level content modules are based on the IHE Patient Care Coordination (PCC) tem-
plates and ASTM/HL7 Continuity of Care Document (CCD) templates. As a result,
from the security point of view, we have �rst applied our data protection mechanisms
developed in the security infrastructure on top of the clinical instances in the format
of HL7 CDA PCC/CCD templates.

2.2.4 Resource Description Framework

The Semantic Web is a web of data that can be processed directly and indirectly
by machines [32]. In order to create Semantic Web resources to be processed in this
respect, Resource Description Framework (RDF) [33] developed by the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) is one of the main languages. RDF is used to represent
information on the web by extending the linking structure of the Web.

RDF uses URIs to name the relationship between things as well as the two ends of
the link (referred as a �triple�) [33]. A triple consists of subject (s), predicate (p) and
object (o) scheme, where �p� is a property relationship between �s� which has a value
of �o�. In the triple structure, �s� and �p� can be represented via URIs; on the other
hand, �o� can either be a URI (referring to another resource) or a literal value. This
linking structure forms a directed, labeled graph, where the edges represent the named
link between two resources, represented by the graph nodes.

SPARQL [34] is a query language for retrieval and manipulation RDF data. SPARQL
can be used to express queries across diverse RDF data sources. The results of SPARQL
queries can be results sets or RDF graphs. A simple SPARQL query to return ID of
all patients in SALUS clinical instance in RDF format is presented in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: SPARQL query to retrieve Patient ID

In SALUS Project, besides the HL7 CDA PCC/CCD templates, clinical instances can
be retrieved from EHR sources in the RDF format. Therefore, another application
area of the data level protection mechanisms is on top of the RDF instances as well.

2.2.5 Electronic Transmission of Individual Case Safety Reports

The International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Regis-
tration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) Expert Working Group has developed
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guideline for implementing ICH requirements for the electronic transmission of Individ-
ual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) describing adverse event(s) / reaction(s) experienced
by an individual patient according to the ICH E2B (R3) message standard [6]. The
ICH E2B (R3) message standard is built upon the Health Level 7 (HL7) ICSR Re-
lease 3 standard which is a particular message based on the HL7 Version 3 messaging
standard for health care information transfer. This implementation guideline for the
E2B (R3) message provides technical recommendations on the way to encode the E2B
information model using the XML Schema of the ICH ICSR message.

In SALUS Project, as mentioned in the previous chapters, we have retrieved clinical
instances either in HL7 CDA PCC/CCD templates or RDF format. Besides the clinical
instances, we have retrieved ICSRs from the EHR sources to be used in one of the
SALUS Pilot application scenarios as well. Therefore, ICSRs in ICH E2B (R3) are
also taken into account for the additional application of the data level protection
mechanisms within the scope of this thesis.

2.2.6 IHE Audit Trail and Node Authentication Pro�le

IHE has established the Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) Integration
Pro�le for the security purposes in order to provide patient information con�dentiality,
data integrity and user accountability [35]. This pro�le provides access control with
the limitation of both on network access level and node level.

On the technical front, ATNA requires the use of TLS to cater for the transport layer
integrity, con�dentiality, and (service) authentication for both the server and the client.
The accountability requirement is supported by the introduction of an Audit Record
Repository that is a central repository for log messages. For this repository the ATNA
pro�le proposes the use of TLS transported SYSLOG messages (RFC 5425) [36].

Within the scope of the SALUS Project and as a part of the additional security services
in this security infrastructure, open source implementation of an Audit Record Repos-
itory (ARR) OpenATNA [37] supporting RFC 3881 audit messages [38] over BSD
Syslog as well as RFC 5424-5426 (UDP and TLS) is used. Besides the open source
ARR, each SALUS component created their own digital certi�cates to communicate
securely between each other.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE

In order to explain the security infrastructure that we have developed within the scope
of this thesis work in a more systematic way, we have separated the data protection
mechanisms including De-identi�cation and Pseudonymization services, where we deal
with the privacy of clinical data represented at the data level, from the additional
security mechanisms supporting this approach such as auditing of events and message
level security compliant with the IHE standards.

In the composition diagram as presented in Figure 3.1, overall security services devel-
oped as a part of the SALUS project with these two separate parts are shown.

Figure 3.1: Composition diagram for the Security and Privacy Services in SALUS

As pointed out in Figure 3.1, regarding the data level protection, De-Identi�cation Ser-
vice is called at the Data Source side, after collecting the queried clinical data instances
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from the underlying Data Source throughout the SALUS interoperability services. Af-
ter de-identifying the clinical data set based on the user speci�c con�gurations, this
data set is passed to the Pseudonymization Service for the selected data items (patient
identi�ers) to be pseudonymized.

Regarding the additional mechanisms to support the data level protection, our security
architecture includes the implementation of IHE Audit Trail and Node Authentication
(ATNA) Pro�le for the secure exchange of healthcare information and the auditing
of events related to the access, production or modi�cation of healthcare information.
These mechanisms ensure the secure exchange of clinical data at the message level and
provide the audit records in conformance to existing interoperability standards.

In Chapter 3.1, �rstly, we have provided the details of data protection mechanisms de-
veloped in our security infrastructure. Then, the details about the additional security
mechanisms can be found in Chapter 3.2.

3.1 Data Protection Mechanisms

In the analysis of data protection architectures for each SALUS scenario, the notion of
"zones" is adapted. We have de�ned three zones: Clinical Care Zone, responsible for
the care of the patient where identi�ed data is maintained and accessed locally; Non-
Care Zone, includes the Pharmacovigilance Centers collecting Individual Case Safety
Reports (ICSRs) and doing safety analysis in the context of SALUS pilot scenarios; and
Clinical Research Zone, which includes Pharmacovigilance Centers and Pharmaceutical
companies carrying out post market safety studies with EHR data. The overall SALUS
data level security and privacy infrastructure in the context of Care and Research/Non-
care Zones is depicted in the Figure 3.2.

As presented in Figure 3.2, when the data is queried to retrieve the data from the
Research/Non-care Zone, the result set is passed to the De-identi�cation Service in-
cluding patient Medical Data (MDAT), the patient identi�er (PID) as well as Identi�er
Data (IDAT) in the Clinical Zone. Our approach is now starting to di�er from the
Pommerening approach as it assumes that MDAT and IDAT are separated in clinical
instances. However, in SALUS, when we have queried the clinical data pool, we are
able to retrieve the IDAT of the related patient. Therefore, we have separated De-
identi�cation and Pseudonymization Services to deal with IDAT �rst and then passed
the MDAT in an encrypted form to the Pseudonymization Service as a second step.

As pointed out in Figure 3.2, in SALUS pilot scenarios, the result set of query which
needs to be passed to the security infrastructure including De-identi�cation and Pseudon-
ymization Services can be in the format of HL7 CDA PCC/CCD or HL7 CDA RDF
template for patient medical summary; or ICH E2B format for the Individual Case
Safety Reporting (ICSR). We have applied our data level protection mechanisms on
all of them to be safely passed them to the Research zone. We will provide the imple-
mentation di�erences for those types in the De-identi�cation and Pseudonymization
Services sub-sections.

When the De-identi�cation Service receives this medical summary or individual case
safety report, it processes the medical data (MDAT) and Identi�er Data (IDAT) to
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Figure 3.2: The Security and Privacy Infrastructure on Data Level

totally de-identify it to be sent to the Research/Non-care Zone. Then, de-identi�ed
MDAT in the encrypted format and PID are transferred to the Pseudonymization
Service to replace PID with a pseudonym (PSN). Finally, the pseudonymized data is
sent to the Research/Non-care Zone to be processed for the data analysis based on the
SALUS prede�ned scenarios in a secure way.

3.1.1 De-identi�cation Service

De-identi�cation is a process of removing personal identity revealing attributes and
replacing the required identi�ers and attributes for research purposes either with
pseudonyms or when possible with more generalized categories (like year of birth in-
stead of exact birth date).

Unfortunately, there is no single de-identi�cation procedure that will meet the diverse
needs of all the medical uses while ensuring privacy of patient data. Therefore, we
have developed �exible de-identi�cation architecture. De-identi�cation methods are
developed in a modular way, which can be extended by implementing new methods
when necessary. Also con�guration architecture is developed so that for each element
a di�erent de-identi�cation method can be chosen by collaborating with the respec-
tive stakeholders after analyzing and assessing the risks for each data element set that
needs to be exchanged in a de-identi�ed manner. As a result, it is possible to set dif-
ferent methods and contextualized thresholds for the speci�c cases, which are not very
common and may result with identi�cation of individuals when commonly suggested
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de-identi�cation methods are applied.

To be compliant with the existing methodologies at the European level, we have used
guidelines as mentioned in Chapter 2.1.5 about how some particular data elements
within Electronic Health Records (EHRs) can be de-identi�ed. Before the implemen-
tation of De-Identi�cation Service for clinical content based on the algorithms described
by IHE as presented in Chapter 2.1.5.3, we have �rst conducted an analysis for each
SALUS content model, which speci�es the data elements to be exchanged within the
scope of each SALUS use case. After this phase, for each data element in the content
model, the table presented in Figure 3.3 (small part of it) is �lled, indicating the type
of the transformation algorithm (redaction, generalization, pass through etc.) that can
be applied to each data element as a part of de-identi�cation.

Figure 3.3: Possible De-identi�cation algorithms for the common data elements

To explain the details of each de-identi�cation method clearly, we have prepared ex-
amples for each of them as presented in Table 3.1.

After explaining de-identi�cation methods with these explanations, we have proposed
the following methods for each data element in the common data set of SALUS to be
agreed on with the Data Protection O�ces of EHR sources in the project. We have
�rst grouped the similar data elements to be de-identi�ed in a similar way with the
possible de-identi�cation methods mentioned in Table 3.1. There are �ve groups to
apply the related techniques for each of them in general:

• Category 1: Identi�er (ID) values

� Related Data Elements: Demographics (ID, Specialist Record Number, GP
medical record number, Hospital record number, Provider ID, Provider Or-
ganisation ID, Investigation number), Healthcare Provider (Provider ID),
Organisation (Organisation ID)

� Possible De-identi�cation Techniques: Redaction (Delete Value), Substitu-
tion (Fixed Length Substitute Meaningless Value, Original Length Substi-
tute Meaningless Value), Recoverable Substitution (Pseudorandom Values)
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Table3.1: De-identi�cation Methods with Examples and Explanations

Techniques Variations
Before De-

identificaton

After De-

identification
Explanations

 Redaction Delete Value

<patientName>  

Elif Eryilmaz 

</patientName>

<patientName></pat

ientName>

Delete only the 

value of the 

attribute from 

the instance

 Substitution

Fixed Length 

Substitute 

Meaningless 

Value

<patientName>  

Elif Eryilmaz 

</patientName>

<patientName>XX

XX </patientName>

Replace value 

with another 

value 

(meaningful or 

meaningless) 

having the fixed 

length defined 

by user

Recoverable 

Substitution

Pseudorandom 

Values

<telecom> 

03122101763 

</telecom>

<telecom> 

26375757903 

</telecom>

Substitute 

pseudorandom 

value with the 

choice of length 

(the length is 

chosen as 8 in 

the example)

Fuzzing

Numeric 

(statistical 

algorithm)

<telecom> 

00390239112233 

</telecom>

<telecom> 

83785349589271 

</telecom>

Replace the 

value with the 

one produced as 

a result of 

statistical 

algorithm

<effectiveTime>200

708</effectiveTime

> 

Day value is 

removed from 

the date     

<effectiveTime>200

706</effectiveTime

> 

Month value is 

removed from 

the date     

<effectiveTime>080

6</effectiveTime>

Year value is 

removed from 

the date     

Shift by random 

offsets

<effectiveTime>200

70806</effectiveTi

me>

<effectiveTime>200

71204</effectiveTi

me>

The date value is 

shifted by some 

amount (120 

days in example)

 Generalization
Remove 

day/month /year

<effectiveTime>200

70806</effectiveTi

me>
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• Category 2: Name and Provider values

� Related Data Elements: Demographics (Patient Name or Initials), Past Med-
ical History (Treating Provider), Active Problems/Symptoms (Treating Provider),
Lab Results (Result Provider), Procedures (Procedure Provider), Medica-
tions (Prescribing Provider), Encounters (Encounter Performer (Provider)),
Vital Signs (Result Provider), Data Reporter (Reporter title, Reporter given
name, Reporter family name, Reporter organization), Healthcare Provider
(Organisation), Organisation (Organisation Name)

� Possible De-identi�cation Techniques: Redaction (Delete Value), Substitu-
tion (Fixed Length Substitute Meaningless Value, Original Length Substi-
tute Meaningless Value)

• Category 3: Date values

� Related Data Elements: Demographics (Date of Birth*, Patient registration
date, Patient de-registration date), Pregnancy (Delivery Date, Last Men-
strual Period Date), Past Medical History (Start Date, End Date, Date of
Entry), Active Problems/Symptoms (Start Date, End Date, Date of Entry),
Allergies/Intolerance (Start Date and Time, Date of end of reaction/event,
Date of Entry), Family History (Age at Onset*), Procedures (Procedure
Date), Medications (Start Date, End Date, Order Date, Date of Entry),
Encounters (Start Date, End Date), Vital Signs (Result Date), Social His-
tory (Social history dates), Death (Date of Death), Lab Results (Result
Date)

� Possible De-identi�cation Techniques: Substitution (Substitute meaningful
value) Generalization (DOB to age, Shift by random o�sets, Remove day/month/year)

� Data elements: Date of birth* (Demographics), Age at onset* (Family his-
tory), Additional "DOB to age" option

• Category 4: Address and Location values

� Related Data Elements: Demographics (Birth Place (Region or City), Ad-
dress), Encounters (Care Provider Location (Organisation)), Data Reporter
(Reporter address), Organisation (Organisation Address)

� Possible De-identi�cation Techniques: Redaction (Delete Value), Substitu-
tion (Fixed Length Substitute Meaningless Value, Original Length Substi-
tute Meaningless Value), Generalization (Geographical locations)

• Category 5: Free-text values

� Related Data Elements: Past Medical History (Comments/text describing
Problem), Active Problems/Symptoms (Comments / text describing Prob-
lem), Procedures (Comments / text describing Procedure)

� Possible De-identi�cation Techniques: Redaction(Delete value), Text pro-
cessing (not in the scope of our work)

Besides the data elements to be de-identi�ed based on these techniques compliant
with the IHE Pseudonymization Guideline, 78 data elements over the total data set
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Figure 3.4: Data elements to be pass-through without any de-identi�cation

are remained to be passed through without applying any de-identi�cation technique
as presented in Figure 3.4.

In reference to HIPAA rules and HITSP guideline, there is a potential risk for re-
identi�cation of individual-level records through a combination of these pass-through
variables. These variables individually do not identify the data subject, but which, in
combination, create a high risk of re-identi�cation. In this respect, we have carried out
state-of-the-art statistical analysis as presented in detail in Chapter 2.1.6 to highlight
the potential risks for such cases to our end users. At the end of these discussions, our
end users have identi�ed the rare cases, for example they have identi�ed "rare diseases"
in a list, and then this list is used by the de-identi�cation service to generalize these
conditions so they cannot be used to identify the patient in such uncommon conditions.
As a result, our security infrastructure have made it possible to specify thresholds for
the uncommon cases based on the risk analysis conducted with EHR Data Protection
O�cers of EHR data sources in the scope of this work.

Within the scope of pilot application scenarios, clinical data instances will be passed
to Research Zone in the format of HL7 CDA PCC/CCD or HL7 CDA RDF templates.
Besides these two types of templates, in another scenario (Scenario 2 in Figure 3.2),
Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) in ICH E2B format needs to be passed to the
research zone requiring the de-identi�cation and pseudonymization. As mentioned be-
fore, we have made an analysis with the possible de-identi�cation techniques on top of
the Common Data Elements (CDE) that can be mapped to the other data elements in
di�erent document templates. After deciding each CDE and related method mentioned
above, in the implementation phase, we have con�gured our security infrastructure to
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map these CDEs to the elements in HL7 CDA PCC/CCD, HL7 CDA RDF and ICH
E2B formats.

This approach provides that when these common data elements are mapped with the
con�guration to CDA, RDF or E2B data elements in the clinical data instances, the
data level security mechanisms will remain as they are. Therefore, these mechanisms
are made independent from the underlying format of data instances requiring only
change in the con�guration. In other words, we have made data level protection
mechanisms on these types of medical instances possible with the same de-identi�cation
methods by only arranging the con�guration �les accordingly.

After arranging the basis of the infrastructure as con�gurable, we have used the concept
of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) with RESTful implementations [39] in Java
on top of HTTP to implement de-identi�cation algorithms that enables extensible
development within or across the current infrastructure. We have de�ned our de-
identi�cation functions to get speci�c data element as a source parameter and returning
de-identi�ed version of this element as a target. Then, we have processed these source
strings according to the de�ned methodologies identi�ed with the guidance of de-
identi�cation methods suggested in this section. We have de�ned di�erent services for
di�erent types of the document formats using the same de-identi�cation techniques
but di�ering the parsing of the documents with con�gurations.

3.1.1.1 Implementation Details for HL7 CDA RDF templates

Before working on the HL7 CDA RDF templates, we have provided data elements
in RDF that needs to be de-identi�ed to our end users and they agreed on possible
de-identi�cation mechanisms proposed as presented in Appendix A.

After agreeing on de-identi�cation methods, we have designed this part of our security
infrastructure con�gurable to be updated later easily according to the preferences of
our end users. In this respect, we have created con�guration �le in sample XML format
including each related data elements to be de-identi�ed, SPARQL query to retrieve
and manipulate this data elements stored in the clinical instance and de-identi�cation
technique to be applied on it. Sample con�guration entry for the "Patient ID" data
element ("extension" attribute) is presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Sample con�guration entry for "Patient ID" needs to be de-identi�ed

The full con�guration �le to de-identify all required data elements in the HL7 CDA
RDF instances can be found in Appendix C.

When we have successfully parsed this con�guration in Java with XML DOM Parser
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[40] to retrieve data element, related sparql query and de-identi�cation method, we
have used Apache Jena API [41] to process sparql queries on top of the clinical in-
stance in the RDF format in order to retrieve the data element to be de-identi�ed.
After retrieving this data element from the clinical instance as a result of sparql query,
we passed this data element to De-identi�cation Service to de-identify it with respect
to the de-identi�cation method con�gured in the con�guration �le. When we retrieve
the de-identi�ed data element from the De-identi�cation Service, �nally, we have suc-
cessfully updated the clinical instance RDF model to store de-identi�ed instance in
another �le.

In Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, sample parts of the RDF instances before and after the
de-identi�cation are presented.

Figure 3.6: An extract from RDF before de-identi�cation

As seen in these �gures above, we have applied a number of the de-identi�cation
methods (substitute pseudorandom value, shift date values by random o�set, generalize
geographical location, substitute meaningless value) to the clinical instance in RDF
format.

3.1.1.2 Implementation Details for HL7 CDA PCC/CCD templates

Regarding the work on top of the HL7 CDA PCC/CCD clinical instances, we have
used the same data set for RDF de-identi�cation as presented in Appendix A. The
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Figure 3.7: An extract from RDF after de-identi�cation

only di�erence is we have changed sparql queries where we have used to �nd the data
element in the clinical instance with the XPATH expressions [42] within the speci�ed
CDA sections to navigate through elements and attributes in the HL7 CDA PCC/CCD
instances.

As we did for RDF instances, we have also created con�guration �le in sample XML
format including each related data elements to be de-identi�ed, XPATH expression
to retrieve and manipulate this data elements stored in the clinical instance and de-
identi�cation technique to be applied on it. Sample con�guration entry for the "Patient
ID" data element ("extension" attribute) is presented in Figure 3.8.

The full con�guration �le to de-identify all required data elements in the HL7 CDA
PCC/CCD instances can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 3.8: Sample con�guration entry for "Patient ID" needs to be de-identi�ed

As we did for RDF instances, we have successfully parsed this con�guration in Java to
retrieve data element, related xpath expression and de-identi�cation method. We have
used javax.xml.xpath package [43] to process XPATH expressions on top of the clinical
instance in the CDA format in order to retrieve the data element to be de-identi�ed.
After retrieving this data element from the clinical instance as a result of XPATH
expression, we passed this data element to De-identi�cation Service to de-identify it
with respect to the de-identi�cation method con�gured in the con�guration �le. When
we retrieve the de-identi�ed data element from the De-identi�cation Service, �nally, we
have successfully updated the clinical instance and able to store de-identi�ed instance
in another �le.

In Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10, sample parts of the CDA instances before and after the
de-identi�cation are presented.

Figure 3.9: An extract from CDA before de-identi�cation

As seen in these �gures above, we have applied the same de-identi�cation methods
(substitute pseudorandom value, shift date values by random o�set, generalize ge-
ographical location, substitute meaningless value) to the clinical instance in CDA
format as well and successfully de-identi�ed this clinical instance.
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Figure 3.10: An extract from CDA after de-identi�cation

3.1.1.3 Implementation Details for ICH E2B format for ICSRs

The implementation details for the de-identi�cation of ICSRs in ICH E2B format are
similar to the HL7 CDA PCC/CCD templates as they both have the structure as a
variant of XML. We have only changed the XPATH de�nitions from the con�guration
of CDA according to the E2B structure. Additionally, data elements to be de-identi�ed
in ICSRs are di�erent than the other two types of clinical instances. Before working on
the E2B instances, we have provided data elements set that needs to be de-identi�ed
to our end users and they agreed on possible de-identi�cation mechanisms proposed
as presented in Appendix B.

As we did for CDA instances, we have created similar con�guration �le in sample XML
format including each related data elements to be de-identi�ed, XPATH expression to
retrieve and manipulate this data elements stored in the ICSRs and de-identi�cation
technique to be applied on it. Sample con�guration entry for the "Patient ID (Patient
GP Medical Record Number)" data element is presented in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Sample con�guration entry for "Patient ID" needs to be de-identi�ed

The full con�guration �le to de-identify all required data elements in the E2B instances
can be found in Appendix E.

As we did for CDA instances, we have successfully parsed this con�guration in Java
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to retrieve data element, related xpath expression and de-identi�cation method. After
retrieving related data element from the ICSR as a result of XPATH expression, we
passed this data element to De-identi�cation Service to de-identify it with respect to
the de-identi�cation method con�gured in the con�guration �le. When we retrieve
the de-identi�ed data element from the De-identi�cation Service, �nally, we have suc-
cessfully updated the ICSR and able to store de-identi�ed E2B instance in another
�le.

In Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, sample parts of the E2B instances before and after the
de-identi�cation are presented.

Figure 3.12: An extract from E2B before de-identi�cation

As seen in these �gures above, we have applied a number of the de-identi�cation
methods (substitute �xed length meaningless value, shift date values by random o�set,
generalize dates to year) to the ICSR in E2B format.
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Figure 3.13: An extract from E2B after de-identi�cation

As a next step, de-identi�ed instances in all formats are ready to be passed to the
Pseudonymization Service. As mentioned before, in our architecture, the instances
retrieved from EHR sources include both IDAT and MDAT together requiring the
two separate services as "De-identi�cation" and "Pseudonymization" due to the fact
that Pseudonymization service is only allowed to process MDAT (in encrypted format)
to assign a speci�c pseudonym for the patient identi�er. Therefore, de-identi�cation
process should take a part before pseudonymization in order to de-identify IDAT within
these instances.

As an outcome of the De-Identi�cation process, the de-identi�ed medical data together
with a study speci�c PID are passed to the Pseudonymization Service, so that a unique
Pseudonym can be assigned replacing this PID. Finally, in reference to the ISO/TS
25237:2008 standard, only totally de-identi�ed and pseudonymized medical data can
be passed to the Research Zone.

3.1.2 Pseudonymization Service

According to the ISO/TS 25237:2008 standard as presented in Chapter 2.1.1, pseudonymiza-
tion is a particular type of anonymization that both removes the relation with a
data subject and adds an association between a particular set of characteristics re-
lating to the data subject and one or more pseudonyms [10]. There are two types of
pseudonymization which take place in the literature. These are:

• Irreversible pseudonymization: The pseudonymized data do not contain in-
formation that allows the re-establishment of the link between the pseudonymized
data and the data subject. ISO reports that, if these conditions are met, the re-
sulting data can be considered anonymous data in the sense of Directive 95/46/EC.
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This would necessitate the data to be coded through one way coding/ cryptog-
raphy algorithms: it is not possible to recalculate the direct identi�ers from
the pseudonyms replacing direct identi�ers. In the [9], it is presented that
pseudonymization achieved by one-way cryptography algorithms generally cre-
ates anonymous data. For the data which is pseudonymized with an irreversible
pseudonymization algorithm to be considered as anonymous data (often called
coded anonymous data), it should also be ensured that, the data should also be
de-identi�ed, i.e. it should not be possible to indirectly identify the data subject
by linking the pseudonymized data with external data sets.

• Reversible pseudonymization: The pseudonymized data can be linked with
the data subject by applying procedures restricted to Trusted Third parties. This
process is often called Re-identi�cation. This can be achieved through two way
coding/cryptography algorithms. In most of the cases, reversible pseudonymiza-
tion would require consent of the data subject.

In the scope of this thesis work, we have implemented both irreversible (hash-based)
and reversible pseudonymization algorithms (based on two way cryptography algo-
rithms) on top of the retrieved input from the De-identi�cation Service in order to
replace patient identi�ers (PIDs) with pseudonyms.

3.1.2.1 Implementation Details for Irreversible Pseudonymization

To implement hash-based pseudonymization, we have used the SHA256 Message-Digest
Algorithm a widely used cryptographic hash function that produces a 256-bit (32-byte)
hash value. This algorithm has a cryptographic hash function taking an arbitrary
block of data and returning a �xed-size bit string, the hash value. Java security
package java.security [44] provides certain useful classes to generate Hash values with
the functionality of a message digest algorithm, such as MD5 or SHA. At �rst, we have
generated SHA256 Hash values by using Java.

However, it is possible to perform a dictionary attack (by accessing lookup table)
based on hash values in case of putting all of them in a database table after hashing.
Therefore, instead of directly hashing the values, we append a random string called
"salt" to it before hashing. Thus the bene�t provided by using a salted value is
making a lookup table assisted dictionary attack against the stored values impractical,
provided the salt is large enough. That is, an attacker would not be able to create a
precomputed lookup table of hashed values (value + salt), because it would take too
much space. A simple dictionary attack is still very possible, although much slower
since it cannot be precomputed.

3.1.2.2 Implementation Details for Reversible Pseudonymization

To implement reversible pseudonymization, we have used two-way cryptography al-
gorithm including encryption and decryption with the generated private key. In the
Pseudonymization service, as only Trusted Third Party (TTP) is only allowed to en-
crypt and decrpt the message, we have used symmetric encryption technique in which
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a single private key is used to both encrypt and decrypt the related message so that
it arrives securely. In order to encrypt a part of the message that will be passed to
Research zone, private key should be created by the TTP. For the time being, we have
created our private key in the X.509 format to test our implementation. After that,
we have used AES (Advance Encryption Standard) as an encryption algorithm with
256-bit keys available in java.security [44] package.

As a result of Pseudonymization Service, we are now able to generate pseudonyms
(PSNs) for patient identi�ers (PIDs) in both reversible and irreversible ways. The
usage of these facilities in the Pseudonymization Service can be con�gured by the end-
users based on their requirements in each di�erent SALUS pilot application scenarios.

3.2 Additional Security Mechanisms

In the security architecture, the data level protection mechanisms are supported by
additional mechanisms compliant with IHE Audit Trail and Node Authentication
(ATNA) pro�le to ensure the clinical data security with the following principles:

• Each transaction should be audited to an audit repository to ensure accountabil-
ity

• Each node should be mutually authenticated through X509 certi�cates

• Transport Layer Security (TLS) should be used for each transaction

We present the applicability of the IHE ATNA pro�le in two separate categories for
these additional security mechanisms as "Auditing" and "Message Level Security" in
the following subsections.

3.2.1 Auditing (Audit Trail)

In our security and privacy architecture, user accountability is provided through au-
dit trail mechanism. The audit trail enables to audit activities in order to facilitate
detection of improper creation, access, modi�cation and deletion of personal health
information.

Regarding this phase, security architecture includes an Audit Record Repository that
implements IHE ATNA "Audit Record Repository Role". Each Actor in SALUS archi-
tecture that implements the Secure Node Actor in IHE ATNA pro�le, communicates
with the Audit Record Repository through the "ITI-20: Record Audit Event" transac-
tion of the IHE IT Infrastructure Technical Framework. In this security architecture,
the client side implementation of ITI-20: Record Audit Event is also provided for the
use of other components.

For the ITI-20 Record Audit Event transaction, we have analyzed Audit Record format
compatible with IHE Audit Trail XML format covering RFC 3881 standard. This
format has the following structure shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: RFC 3881 Audit Record format

In this format, Event Action Code and Event Outcome Indicator attributes in Event
Identi�cation can be the one of the prede�ned values as presented in Table 3.2 and
Table 3.3.

Table3.2: Event Action Code values

Value Meaning Explanation

C Create Create a new database object
R Read/View/Print/Query Display or print data
U Update Update data
D Delete Delete items
E Execute Perform a system or an appli-

cation function, program ex-
ecution or use of an object's
method

In addition to these, to de�ne Event Identi�cation properly, we need to de�ne Event
IDs and Event Type Codes for auditing transactions between research and care zones in
SALUS architecture with a suitable manner. We have identi�ed 13 transactions taking
place from care zone to the research zone to be audited in SALUS pilot application at
the premises of SALUS end users.

To audit these transactions to the Audit Record Repository (ARR), we have created
audit messages for each transaction between care and research zones. Figure 3.15
presents a sample audit message for one of the pilot application scenarios (ICSR re-
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Table3.3: Event Outcome Indicator values

Value Meaning

0 Success
4 Minor failure
8 Serious failure
12 Major failure

porting case).

Figure 3.15: Sample Audit message in SALUS

After preparing suitable Audit Record messages, we have dealed with the sending of
these messages to the Audit Record Repository. The transport of the transaction of
Audit Record messages can be done in 2 ways:

• Syslog Messages (RFC 5424) [45] over TLS (RFC 5425) [36]

• Syslog messages (RFC 5424) over UDP (RFC 5426) [46]

TLS on top of TCP is reliable and secure but also less e�cient. On the other side,
UDP is easier (no certi�cates etc) and faster. In this security architecture, we have
implemented both UDP and TLS to be used for the transmission of Audit Messages.
Therefore, both UDP and TLS are tested for the SALUS components to send Audit
messages to Audit Record Repository (ARR).

When the related messages are sent to the Audit Record Repository, these logs can be
seen from both ARR server from terminal and simple graphical user interface of ARR
by �ltering any criteria as presented in Figure 3.16.

3.2.2 Message Level Security (Node Authentication)

This part of the IHE ATNA pro�le allows each secure node to use the access control
to authenticate users. It also requires the use of bi-directional certi�cate-based node
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Figure 3.16: Sample view of Audit Message Viewer

authentication for connections to and from each node. For this purpose, X.509 certi�-
cates for node identity and keys, TCP/IP Transport Layer Security Protocol (TLS)
for node authentication with an optional encryption are the basis to implement this
part of IHE ATNA Pro�le.

In the scope of message level security, each Actor in SALUS architecture that is in-
volved in transactions carrying Personal Health Information will implement the IHE
Secure Node Actor. Each Secure Node will implement the "ITI-19 Authenticate Node"
transaction, in other words, provide an interface named "Authenticate Node". In the
Authenticate Node transaction, the local Secure Node will present its identity to a
remote Secure Node, and authenticate the identity of the remote node. After this mu-
tual authentication other secure transactions can take place through this secure pipe
between the two nodes. This transaction uses RFC 2246 Transport Layer Security
(TLS) 1.0 standard for node authentication which includes X.509 certi�cates for node
identity and keys. These certi�cates are usually issued by a certi�cation authority
(CA) and contain identi�cation information, a validity period, a public key, a serial
number, and the digital signature of the issuer.

For the time being, we have created our own digital certi�cate to test the secure
communication of our system. However, in order to fully test this part of the work,
all actors should implement ITI-19 Node Authentication transaction to communicate
each other and all certi�cates should be issued by CA. The system will be con�gured
accordingly with the collaboration of the other partners in SALUS consortium. In this
part of the security architecture, we have implemented our part to be integrated or
re-used by the other partners according to their con�gurations.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Within the scope of this thesis work, we have provided the design and implemen-
tation details of extensible security infrastructure on both data level and support-
ing it with additional security services. We have implemented de-identi�cation and
pseudonymization methods by using service-oriented methodology providing extensi-
ble approach to implement additional methods with respect to the requested features
of the end-users. As a result, we have achieved a novel extensible security infrastruc-
ture for the secondary use of EHRs in clinical research. The novel aspects can be
summarized as:

• De-identi�cation is processed on top of the queried clinical data instances instead
of all data elements in a data warehouse,

• An extensible de-identi�cation framework is created based on SOA principles us-
ing RESTful implementations in a modular way that makes further development
easy based on the needs of the end-users,

• A �exible de-identi�cation framework is created where the de-identi�cation method
can be con�gured for each data element after analyzing and assessing the risks
for each data element set that needs to be exchanged in a de-identi�ed manner
with the respective stakeholders.

Regarding the data level protection mechanisms in case of the rare conditions, we have
also conducted state-of-the-art research on the statistical data protection approaches
and provided the results related to the usage of clinical data in the scope of the SALUS
Project. We have analyzed many open source tools for statistical disclosure as well as
existing approaches and algorithms. However, as mentioned before, the assumption
for this part of the work is that, our end-users have provided a list of rare cases that
they want to de-identify and not to share research parties for any purposes. Therefore,
we do not need to implement any mechanism for the statistical disclosure control in
SALUS project from scratch right now.

After �nalizing the work in the data level protection side, we have implemented addi-
tional security services compliant with IHE ATNA Pro�le for auditing and node au-
thentication purposes for the secure communication between care and research zones
in the scope of SALUS project.
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As a result, within the scope of this thesis work, we have achieved extensible security
infrastructure that can be used by both clinical care parties as well as clinical research
parties at the same time by preserving the patient privacy. This thesis work covers
almost all security infrastructure of the SALUS project.

Overall, the main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• We have created novel data protection mechanisms in the scope of this extensible
security infrastructure to enable the secondary use of EHRs for research purposes.

• Data level security mechanisms are supported by additional security services
compliant with IHE Audit Trail and Node Authentication Pro�le (ATNA).

• We have created this security framework based on Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) methodologies in a modular way that gives a chance for further develop-
ments. Additionally, as all our implementation will be provided as open source
software, it will be further improved based on existing plans and end-user feed-
back.

• We have designed and implemented our security infrastructure con�gurable and
independent from the underlying structure to be updated according to the re-
quests from end users easily.

As a future work in the data level data protection, in order to apply de-identi�cation
methods easily according to the requirements of the users, an easy to use Graphical
User Interface (GUI) can be provided to con�gure the methods for speci�c data ele-
ments from the clinical instances. Additionally, this interface can also enable the users
to set the thresholds for the speci�c rare cases instead of making manual con�guration.
However, this user-centric con�guration also requires the suggestion of the necessary
techniques based on the types of the data elements in order to ensure compliance with
the European regulations and ISO guidelines as end-users may not totally know the
related rules and regulations relying on statistical analysis in detail.

Regarding the additional security services, as mentioned, we have implemented our
part supporting the both Audit Trail and Node Authentication parts of the IHE ATNA
Pro�le. However, to fully test these services, all SALUS components should implement
the related actors to securely communicate in the infrastructure as well as to audit the
related events. This part of the work will be revisited after all integrations are done
in the SALUS architecture.
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APPENDIX A

DATA ELEMENTS IN HL7 CDA RDF AND IN HL7
CDA PCC/CCD TEMPLATES WITH POSSIBLE

DE-IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

TableA.1: Data elements in HL7 CDA RDF and in HL7 CDA
PCC/CCD templates with possible De-identi�cation Tech-
niques

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. ID Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Patient. Allergy. Ad-
verseEventType

No No Pass

Patient. Allergy.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Allergy. Prod-
uct

No No Pass

Patient. Allergy. Reac-
tion

No No Pass

Patient. Allergy. Status No No Pass
Patient. Allergy. Sever-
ity

No No Pass

Patient. Allergy. Com-
ment

No No Remove

Patient. Condition.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Condition.
ProblemType

No No Pass

Patient. Condition.
ProblemName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. Condition.
ProblemCode

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Condition.
ProblemStatus

No No Pass

Patient. Condition.
ProblemSeverity

No No Pass

Patient. Condition.
TimeOfDeath

No No Shift date

Patient. Condition.
Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Immunization.
AdministeredDate

No No Shift date

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationSeries-
Number

No No Pass

Patient. Immunization.
Route

No No Pass

Patient. Immunization.
Dose

No No Pass

Patient. Immunization.
Site

No No Pass

Patient. Immunization.
Reaction

No No Pass

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationInfor-
mation. ProductName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationInfor-
mation. ProductName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationInfor-
mation. ActiveIngredi-
ent

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationInfor-
mation. BrandName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Immuniza-
tion. MedicationInfor-
mation. BrandName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Immunization.
Comment

No No Remove

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. Medication.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
AdministeredTiming

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Route

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Dose

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Site

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
DoseRestriction

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
ProductForm

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
DeliveryMethod

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
MedicationInformation.
ProductName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Medication.
MedicationInformation.
ProductName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Medication.
MedicationInformation.
ActiveIngredient

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Medication.
MedicationInformation.
BrandName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Medication.
MedicationInformation.
BrandName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of rare
drugs

Patient. Medication.
Indication. TimeInter-
val

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Problem-
Type

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Problem-
Name

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Problem-
Code

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Problem-
Status

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Problem-
Severity

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Time-
OfDeath

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Indication. Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Medication.
PatientInstructions

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Reaction

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Order. Number

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Order. FillNumber

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Order. Quantity-
Ordered

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Order. ExpirationDate-
Time

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Order. DateTime

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentInstructions

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentHistory. Pre-
scriptionNumber

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentHistory. Dis-
penseDate

No No Shift date

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentHistory.
QuantityDispensed

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentHistory. Fill-
Number

No No Pass
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. Medication.
Ful�llmentHistory. Fill-
Status

No No Pass

Patient. Medication.
Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Pregnancy.
ObservationDate

No No Shift date

Patient. Pregnancy.
LastMenstrualPeriod-
Date

No No Shift date

Patient. Pregnancy.
DeliveryDate

No No Shift date

Patient. Pregnancy.
Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Procedure.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Procedure.
Type

No No Pass/Generalize
in case of rare
procedures

Patient. Procedure.
Type

No No Pass/Generalize
in case of rare
procedures

Patient. Procedure.
Status

No No Pass

Patient. Procedure.
Site

No No Pass

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. ProblemType

No No Pass

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. ProblemName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. ProblemCode

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. ProblemSta-
tus

No No Pass

Patient. Procedure.
Indication. Problem-
Severity

No No Pass
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. TimeOfDeath

No No Shift date

Patient. Procedure. In-
dication. Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Procedure.
Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Result.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. Result. Type No No Pass/Generalize
in case of rare
tests

Patient. Result. Value No No Pass
Patient. Result. Value No No Pass
Patient. Result. Value No No Pass
Patient. Result. Inter-
pretation

No No Pass

Patient. Result. Refer-
enceRange

No No Pass

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. TimeIn-
terval

No No Shift date

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Problem-
Type

No No Pass

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Problem-
Name

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Problem-
Code

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Problem-
Status

No No Pass

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Problem-
Severity

No No Pass

Patient. Result. Re-
latedCondition. Time-
OfDeath

No No Shift date

Patient. Result. Relat-
edCondition. Comment

No No Remove

Patient. Result. Com-
ment

No No Remove

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 � continued from previous page

Field (CDE) Direct
identi�er

Quasi
identi�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient. VitalSign.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. VitalSign.
Type

No No Pass/Generalize
in case of rare
tests

Patient. VitalSign.
Value

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign.
Value

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign.
Value

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign. In-
terpretation

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign.
ReferenceRange

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign.
RelatedCondition.
TimeInterval

No No Shift date

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Prob-
lemType

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Prob-
lemName

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Prob-
lemCode

No No Pass/Generalize
in the case of
Rare Conditions

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Prob-
lemStatus

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Prob-
lemSeverity

No No Pass

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Time-
OfDeath

No No Shift date

Patient. VitalSign. Re-
latedCondition. Com-
ment

No No Remove

Patient. VitalSign.
Comment

No No Remove
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APPENDIX B

DATA ELEMENTS IN ICH E2B WITH POSSIBLE
DE-IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES

TableB.1: Data elements in ICH E2B with possible De-
identi�cation Techniques

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Message
Type

<messagetype> No No Pass

Message
Format
Version

<messageformatversion> No No Pass

Message
Format
Release

<messageformatrelease> No No Pass

Message
Number

<messagenumb> No No Pass

Message
Sender
Identi�er

<messagesenderidenti
�er>

No No Pass

Message
Receiver
Identi�er

<messagereceiveridenti
�er>

No No Pass

Message
Date For-
mat

<messagedateformat> No No Pass

Message
Date

<messagedate> No No Pass

Sender's
(case)
safety re-
port unique
identi�er

<safetyreportid> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Identi�cation
of the coun-
try of the
primary
source

<primarysourcecountry> No No Pass

Identi�cation
of the coun-
try where
the reac-
tion/event
occurred

<occurcountry> No No Pass

Date of
this trans-
mission
Format

<transmissiondatefor
mat>

No No Pass

Date of this
transmis-
sion

<transmissiondate> No No Pass

Type of re-
port

<reporttype> No No Pass

Serious <serious> No No Pass
Results in
death

<seriousnessdeath> No No Pass

Life threat-
ening

<seriousnesslifethreaten
ing>

No No Pass

Caused/
prolonged
hospitaliza-
tion

<seriousnesshospitaliza
tion>

No No Pass

Disabling/
Incapaci-
tating

<seriousnessdisabling> No No Pass

Congenital
anomaly/
birth defect

<seriousnesscongenitalano
mali>

No No Pass

Other medi-
cally impor-
tant condi-
tion

<seriousnessother> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Date report
was �rst re-
ceived from
source For-
mat

<receivedateformat> No No Pass

Date report
was �rst re-
ceived from
source

<receivedate> No No Pass

Date of re-
ceipt of the
most recent
informa-
tion for
this report
Format

<receiptdateformat> No No Pass

Date of re-
ceipt of the
most recent
information
for this
report

<receiptdate> No No Pass

Are ad-
ditional
documents
available?

<additionaldocument> No No Pass

List of doc-
uments held
by sender

<documentlist> No No Pass

Does this
case ful�ll
the local
criteria
for an ex-
pedited
report?

<ful�llexpeditecriteria> No No Pass

Regulatory
authority's
case report
number

<authoritynumb> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Other
sender's
case report
number

<companynumb> No No Pass

Other case
identi�ers
in previous
transmis-
sions

<duplicate> No No Pass

Source(s)
of the case
identi�er

<duplicatesource> No No Pass

Case identi-
�ers

<duplicatenumb> No No Pass

Identi�cation
number of
the report
which is
linked to
this report

<linkreportnumb> No No Pass

Report nul-
li�cation

<casenulli�cation> No No Pass

Reason for
nulli�cation

<nulli�cationreason> No No Pass

Was the
case med-
ically
con�rmed,
if not ini-
tially from
health pro-
fessional?

<medicallycon�rm> No No Pass

Reporter ti-
tle

<reportertitle> No No Pass

Reporter
given name

<reportergivename> No No Pass

Reporter
middle
name

<reportermiddlename> No No Pass

Reporter
family
name

<reporterfamilyname> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Reporter
organiza-
tion

<reporterorganization> No No Pass

Reporter
department

<reporterdepartment> No No Pass

Reporter
street

<reporterstreet> No No Pass

Reporter
city

<reportercity> No No Pass

Reporter
state or
province

<reporterstate> No No Pass

Reporter
postcode

<reporterpostcode> No No Pass

Reporter
country
code

<reportercountry> No No Pass

Reporter
quali�ca-
tion

<quali�cation> No No Pass

Literature
reference(s)

<literaturereference> No No Pass

Study name <studyname> No No Pass
Sponsor
study num-
ber

<sponsorstudynumb> No No Pass

Study type
in which
the reac-
tion(s)/
event(s)
were ob-
served

<observestudytype> No No Pass

Sender
Type

<sendertype> No No Pass

Sender or-
ganization

<senderorganization> No No Pass

Sender de-
partment

<senderdepartment> No No Pass

Sender title <sendertitle> No No Pass
Sender
given name

<sendergivename> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Sender mid-
dle name

<sendermiddlename> No No Pass

Sender fam-
ily name

<senderfamilyname> No No Pass

Sender
Street
address

<senderstreetaddress> No No Pass

Sender City <sendercity> No No Pass
Sender
State or
Province

<senderstate> No No Pass

Sender
Postcode

<senderpostcode> No No Pass

Sender
Country
Code

<sendercountrycode> No No Pass

Sender
Telephone

<sendertel> No No Pass

Sender
Telephone
extension

<sendertelextension> No No Pass

Sender
Telephone
country
code

<sendertelcountrycode> No No Pass

Sender Fax <senderfax> No No Pass
Sender Fax
extension

<senderfaxextension> No No Pass

Sender Fax
country
code

<senderfaxcountrycode> No No Pass

Sender
E-mail
address

<senderemailaddress> No No Pass

Receiver
Type

<receivertype> No No Pass

Receiver or-
ganization

<receiverorganization> No No Pass

Receiver
department

<receiverdepartment> No No Pass

Receiver ti-
tle

<receivertitle> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Receiver
given name

<receivergivename> No No Pass

Receiver
middle
name

<receivermiddlename> No No Pass

Receiver
family
name

<receiverfamilyname> No No Pass

Receiver
Street
address

<receiverstreetaddress> No No Pass

Receiver
City

<receivercity> No No Pass

Receiver
State or
Province

<receiverstate> No No Pass

Receiver
Postcode

<receiverpostcode> No No Pass

Receiver
Country
Code

<receivercountrycode> No No Pass

Receiver
Telephone

<receivertel> No No Pass

Receiver
Telephone
extension

<receivertelextension> No No Pass

Receiver
Telephone
country
code

<receivertelcountrycode> No No Pass

Receiver
Fax

<receiverfax> No No Pass

Receiver
Fax exten-
sion

<receiverfaxextension> No No Pass

Receiver
Fax country
code

<receiverfaxcountrycode>No No Pass

Receiver
E-mail
address

<receiveremailaddress> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Patient
name or
initials

<patientinitial> Yes - Remove

GP medical
record num-
ber

<patientgpmedicalrecord
numb>

Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Specialist
record
number

<patientspecialistrecord
numb>

Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Hospital
record
number

<patienthospitalrecord
numb>

Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Investigation
number

<patientinvestigation
numb>

Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Date of
birth For-
mat

<patientbirthdatefor
mat>

No No Pass

Date of
birth

<patientbirthdate> No Yes Generalize to year
(0-1, <95)

Age at time
of onset
of reac-
tion/event

<patientonsetage> No No Pass

Age at time
of onset
of reac-
tion/event
Unit

<patientonsetageunit> No No Pass

Gestation
period
when reac-
tion/event
was ob-
served in
the fetus

<gestationperiod> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Gestation
period
when reac-
tion/event
was ob-
served in
the fetus
Unit

<gestationperiodunit> No No Pass

Patient age
group

<patientagegroup> No No Pass

Weight (kg) <patientweight> No No Pass
Height (cm) <patientheight> No No Pass
Sex <patientsex> No No Pass
Last men-
strual
period date
Format

<lastmenstrualdatefor
mat>

No No Pass

Last men-
strual
period date

<patientlastmenstrual
date>

No No Shift date

MedDRA
version for
Medical
History

<patientepisodename
meddraversion>

No No Pass

Relevant
medical
episode
(disease
/ surgical
procedure /
etc.)

<patientepisodename> No No Pass

Start Date
Format

<patientmedicalstartdate
format>

No No Pass

Start Date <patientmedicalstart
date>

No No Shift date

Continuing <patientmedicalcontinue>No No Pass
End Date
Format

<patientmedicalenddate
format>

No No Pass

End Date <patientmedicalend
date>

No No Shift date

Comments <patientmedicalcom
ment>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Text for rel-
evant med-
ical history
and concur-
rent condi-
tions

<patientmedicalhistory
text>

No No Pass

Name of
Drug as
Reported

<patientdrugname> No No Pass

Start Date
Format

<patientdrugstartdate
format>

No No Pass

Start Date <patientdrugstartdate> No No Shift date
End Date
Format

<patientdrugenddate
format>

No No Pass

End Date <patientdrugenddate> No No Shift date
MedDRA
version for
indication

<patientindicationmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Indication <patientdrugindication> No No Pass
MedDRA
version for
reaction

<patientdrgreactionmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Reaction <patientdrugreaction> No No Pass
Date of
death For-
mat

<patientdeathdate for-
mat>

No No Pass

Date of
death

<patientdeathdate> No No Shift date

MedDRA
version for
reported
cause(s) of
death

<patientdeathreportmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Reported
cause(s) of
death

<patientdeathreport> No No Pass

Parent
identi�ca-
tion

<parentidenti�cation> Yes - Substitute
Pseudonym
(PS)

Date of
birth of
parent
Format

<parentbirthdateformat> No No Pass
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E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Date of
birth of
parent

<parentbirthdate> No Yes Generalize to year
(0-1, <95)

Age of par-
ent

<parentage> No No Pass

Age of par-
ent Unit

<parentageunit> No No Pass

Last men-
strual
period date
Format

<parentlastmenstrual
dateformat>

No No Pass

Last men-
strual
period date

<parentlastmenstrual
date>

No No Shift date

Weight (kg)
of parent

<parentweight> No No Pass

Height (cm)
of parent

<parentheight> No No Pass

Sex of par-
ent

<parentsex> No No Pass

MedDRA
version for
Medical
History

<parentmdepisodemed
draversion>

No No Pass

Relevant
medical
episode
(disease
/ surgical
procedure /
etc.)

<parentmedicalepisode
name>

No No Pass

Start Date
Format

<parentmedicalstart
dateformat>

No No Pass

Start Date <parentmedicalstart
date>

No No Shift date

Continuing <parentmedicalcontinue>No No Pass
End Date
Format

<parentmedicalenddate
format>

No No Pass

End Date <parentmedicalend
date>

No No Shift date

Comments <parentmedical com-
ment>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Text for
relevant
medical
history and
concurrent
conditions
of parent
(not in-
cluding
reaction/
event)

<parentmedicalrelevant
text>

No No Pass

Name of
Drug as
Reported

<parentdrugname> No No Pass

Start Date
Format

<parentdrugstartdate
format>

No No Pass

Start Date <parentdrugstartdate> No No Shift date
End Date
Format

<parentdrugenddate
format>

No No Pass

End Date <parentdrugenddate> No No Shift date
MedDRA
version for
indication

<parentindicationmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Indication <parentdrugindication> No No Pass
MedDRA
version for
reaction

<parentdrgreactionmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Reactions
(if any and
known)

<parentdrugreaction> No No Pass

Reaction/
event as
reported
by primary
source

<primarysourcereaction> No No Pass

MedDRA
version for
reaction/
event term
LLT

<reactionmeddraversion
llt>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Reaction/
event in
MedDRA
(LLT)

<reactionmeddrallt> No No Pass

MedDRA
version for
reaction/
event term
PT

<reactionmeddra ver-
sionpt>

No No Pass

Reaction/
event in
MedDRA
(PT)

<reactionmeddrapt> No No Pass

Term high-
lighted by
the reporter

<termhighlighted> No No Pass

Date of
start of
reaction/
event For-
mat

<reactionstartdate for-
mat>

No No Pass

Date of
start of
reaction/
event

<reactionstartdate> No No Shift date

Date of end
of reac-
tion/ event
Format

<reactionenddate
format>

No No Pass

Date of end
of reaction/
event

<reactionenddate> No No Shift date

Duration of
reaction/
event

<reactionduration> No No Pass

Duration of
reaction/
event Unit

<reactionduration
unit>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Time inter-
val between
beginning
of sus-
pect drug
administra-
tion and
start of
reaction/
event

<reaction�rsttime> No No Pass

Unit <reaction�rsttime
unit>

No No Pass

Time inter-
val between
last dose
and start
of reaction/
event

<reactionlasttime> No No Pass

Unit <reactionlasttimeunit> No No Pass
Outcome
of reac-
tion/event
at the time
of last
observation

<reactionoutcome> No No Pass

Date for-
mat

<testdateformat> No No Pass

Date <testdate> No No Shift date
test <testname> No No Pass
Result <testresult> No No Pass
Unit <testunit> No No Pass
Normal low
range

<lowtestrange> No No Pass

Normal
high range

<hightestrange> No No Pass

More in-
formation
available

<moreinformation> No No Pass

Description
(free text)

<resultstestsprocedu
res>

No No Pass

Characteri
zation of
drug role

<drugcharacterization> No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Proprietary
medicinal
product
name

<medicinalproduct> No No Pass

Active Drug
substance
names

<activesubstance
name>

No No Pass

Identi�cation
of the coun-
try where
the drug
was ob-
tained

<obtaindrugcountry> No No Pass

Batch/ lot
number

<drugbatchnumb> No No Pass

Authorization
/ Appli-
cation
Number

<drugauthorization
numb>

No No Pass

Country
of autho-
rization/
application

<drugauthorization
country>

No No Pass

Name of
holder/
applicant

<drugauthorization
holder>

No No Pass

dose (num-
ber)

<drugstructure
dosagenumb>

No No Pass

dose (unit) <drugstructure dosage-
unit>

No No Pass

number of
separate
dosages

<drugseparatedosage
numb>

No No Pass

number of
units in the
interval

<drugintervaldosage
unitnumb>

No No Pass

de�nition of
the interval

<drugintervaldosage
de�nition>

No No Pass

cumulative
dose to �rst
reaction
(number)

<drugcumulativedosage
numb>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

cumulative
dose to �rst
reaction
(unit)

<drugcumulativedosage
unit>

No No Pass

Dosage text <drugdosagetext> No No Pass
Pharmaceuti
cal form
(Dosage
form)

<drugdosageform> No No Pass

Route of
administra-
tion

<drugadministration
route>

No No Pass

Parent
route of
administra-
tion (in case
of a parent
child/fetus
report)

<drugparadministra
tion>

No No Pass

Gestation
period at
time of
exposure

<reactiongestation pe-
riod>

No No Pass

Gestation
period at
time of
exposure
Unit

<reactiongestationperiod
unit>

No No Pass

MedDRA
version for
indication

<drugindicationmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Indication
for use in
the case

<drugindication> No No Pass

Date of
start of
drug For-
mat

<drugstartdate for-
mat>

No No Pass

Date of
start of
drug

<drugstartdate> No No Shift date

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Time inter-
val between
beginning
of drug
admin-
istration
and start
of reac-
tion/event

<drugstartperiod> No No Pass

Time unit <drugstartperiodunit> No No Pass
Time inter-
val between
last dose
of drug
and start
of reac-
tion/event

<druglastperiod> No No Pass

Time unit <druglastperiodunit> No No Pass
Date of
last admin-
istration
Format

<drugenddateformat> No No Pass

Date of last
administra-
tion

<drugenddate> No No Shift date

Duration
of drug
administra-
tion

<drugtreatmentduration>No No Pass

Duration
of drug
admin-
istration
Unit

<drugtreatmentduration
unit>

No No Pass

Action(s)
taken with
drug

<actiondrug> No No Pass

Did reac-
tion recur
on readmin-
istration?

<drugrecurreadminist
ration>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

If yes,
which re-
action(s)/
event(s)
recurred?

<drugrecuraction> No No Pass

MedDRA
version for
Reaction
assessed

<drugreactionassesmed
draversion>

No No Pass

Reaction
assessed

<drugreactionasses> No No Pass

Source of
assessment
(e.g., initial
reporter, in-
vestigator,
regulatory
agency,
company)

<drugassessmentsource> No No Pass

Method
of assess-
ment (e.g.,
global in-
trospection,
algorithm,
Bayesian
calculation)

<drugassessment
method>

No No Pass

Result <drugresult> No No Pass
Additional
information
on drug

<drugadditional> No No Pass

Case nar-
rative
including
clinical
course,
therapeutic
measures,
outcome
and ad-
ditional
relevant
information

<narrativeinclude clini-
cal>

No No Pass

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 � continued from previous page

E2B data
element

E2B XML tag Direct
iden-
ti�er

Quasi
iden-
ti�er

De-
identi�cation
Method

Reporter's
comments

<reportercomment> No No Pass

MedDRA
Version for
Sender's
diagnosis

<senderdiagnosismed
draversion>

No No Pass

Sender's
diagnosis/
syndrome
and/ or
reclassi�-
cation of
reaction/
event

<senderdiagnosis> No No Pass

Sender's
comments

<sendercomment> No No Pass
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APPENDIX C

HL7 CDA RDF TEMPLATE CONFIGURATION FILE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>

<rdfconf>

<!--Patient.ID.Extension.String -->

<Patient.ID.Extension.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?ID ?extension WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:ID ?ID.?ID salus:extension ?extension.}</sparql>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</Patient.ID.Extension.String>

<!--Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?adverseEventDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:allergy ?allergy.?allergy salus:adverseEventDate

?adverseEventDate.?adverseEventDate salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?adverseEventDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:allergy ?allergy.?allergy salus:adverseEventDate

?adverseEventDate.?adverseEventDate salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?adverseEventDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:allergy ?allergy.?allergy salus:adverseEventDate

?adverseEventDate.?adverseEventDate salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Allergy.Comment-->

<Patient.Allergy.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?allergy ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:allergy ?allergy.?allergy salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Allergy.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Condition.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.

?problemDate salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemDate

?problemDate.?problemDate salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.

?problemDate salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Condition.TimeOfDeath-->
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<Patient.Condition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?condition ?timeOfDeath WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:timeOfDeath

?timeOfDeath.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Condition.Comment-->

<Patient.Condition.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?condition ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:comment ?comment.}

</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Condition.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.AdministeredDate-->

<Patient.Immunization.AdministeredDate.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?immunization ?administeredDate WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:administeredDate ?administeredDate.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Immunization.AdministeredDate.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Immunization.Comment-->

<Patient.Immunization.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?immunization ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization salus:comment ?comment.}

</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Immunization.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?indicateMedicationStartStop ?high WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient. ?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:indicateMedicationStartStop ?indicateMedicationStartStop.

?indicateMedicationStartStop salus:high ?high.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?indicateMedicationStartStop ?low WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:indicateMedicationStartStop ?indicateMedicationStartStop.

?indicateMedicationStartStop salus:low ?low.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?indicateMedicationStartStop ?value WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:indicateMedicationStartStop ?indicateMedicationStartStop.

?indicateMedicationStartStop salus:value ?value.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming-->

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?administrationTiming ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:administrationTiming

?administrationTiming.?administrationTiming salus:value ?value.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Value.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?phase ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:administrationTiming

?administrationTiming.?administrationTiming salus:phase ?phase.

?phase salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?phase ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:administrationTiming
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?administrationTiming. ?administrationTiming salus:phase ?phase.?phase

salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?phase ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:administrationTiming

?administrationTiming.?administrationTiming salus:phase

?phase.?phase salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate salus:high

?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication

?indication. ?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.

?problemDate salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication

?indication. ?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.

?problemDate salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeOfDeath-->

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?timeOfDeath WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication

?indication.?indication salus:timeOfDeath ?timeOfDeath.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.Indication.Comment-->

<Patient.Medication.Indication.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication

?indication. ?indication salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.Order.ExpirationDateTime-->

<Patient.Medication.Order.ExpirationDateTime.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?orderInformation ?orderExpirationDateTime

WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.

?medication salus:orderInformation ?orderInformation.

?orderInformation salus:orderExpirationDateTime

?orderExpirationDateTime.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Order.ExpirationDateTime.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.Order.DateTime-->

<Patient.Medication.Order.DateTime.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?orderInformation ?orderDateTime WHERE {

?pt a salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:orderInformation ?orderInformation.?orderInformation

salus:orderDateTime ?orderDateTime.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.Order.DateTime.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.FulfillmentHistory.DispenseDate-->

<Patient.Medication.FulfillmentHistory.DispenseDate.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?fulfillmentHistory ?dispenseDate WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.

?medication salus:fulfillmentHistory ?fulfillmentHistory.

?fulfillmentHistory salus:dispenseDate ?dispenseDate.}</sparql>
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<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Medication.FulfillmentHistory.DispenseDate.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Medication.Comment-->

<Patient.Medication.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?medication ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:comment ?comment.}

</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Medication.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Pregnancy.ObservationDate-->

<Patient.Pregnancy.ObservationDate.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?pregnancy ?pregnancyObservationDate WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:pregnancy ?pregnancy.?pregnancy

salus:pregnancyObservationDate ?pregnancyObservationDate.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.ObservationDate.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Pregnancy.LastMenstrualPeriodDate-->

<Patient.Pregnancy.LastMenstrualPeriodDate.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?pregnancy ?lastMenstrualPeriodDate WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:pregnancy ?pregnancy.?pregnancy

salus:lastMenstrualPeriodDate ?lastMenstrualPeriodDate.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.LastMenstrualPeriodDate.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Pregnancy.DeliveryDate-->

<Patient.Pregnancy.DeliveryDate.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?pregnancy ?deliveryDate WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:pregnancy ?pregnancy.?pregnancy salus:deliveryDate

?deliveryDate.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.DeliveryDate.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Pregnancy.Comment-->

<Patient.Pregnancy.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?pregnancy ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:pregnancy ?pregnancy.?pregnancy salus:comment ?comment.}

</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedureDateTime ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:procedureDateTime

?procedureDateTime.?procedureDateTime salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedureDateTime ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:procedureDateTime

?procedureDateTime.?procedureDateTime salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedureDateTime ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:procedureDateTime

?procedureDateTime.?procedureDateTime salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate salus:high

?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate salus:low
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?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate salus:value

?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeOfDeath-->

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?timeOfDeath WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:timeOfDeath ?timeOfDeath.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Indication.Comment-->

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Comment-->

<Patient.Procedure.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedure ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:comment ?comment.}

</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Result.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Result.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:resultDateTime ?resultDateTime.

?resultDateTime salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:result ?result.?result salus:resultDateTime ?resultDateTime.

?resultDateTime salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:resultDateTime ?resultDateTime.

?resultDateTime salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.

?relatedCondition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate

salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.

?relatedCondition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate

salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.

?relatedCondition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.?problemDate

salus:value ?value.}</sparql>
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<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath-->

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?timeOfDeath WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:timeOfDeath ?timeOfDeath.}

</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<!--Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.Comment-->

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.Result.Comment-->

<Patient.Result.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?result ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Result.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:resultDateTime

?resultDateTime.?resultDateTime salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:resultDateTime

?resultDateTime.?resultDateTime salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultDateTime ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:resultDateTime

?resultDateTime.?resultDateTime salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval-->

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?high WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:problemDate

?problemDate.?problemDate salus:high ?high.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?low WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:problemDate

?problemDate.?problemDate salus:low ?low.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemDate ?value WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:problemDate ?problemDate.

?problemDate salus:value ?value.}</sparql>

<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Value.Datetime>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath-->

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?timeOfDeath WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign

salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition

salus:timeOfDeath ?timeOfDeath.}</sparql>
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<method>Shift Date RDF</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.Comment-->

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?comment WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign

salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition

salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.Comment-->

<Patient.VitalSign.Comment.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?vitalSign ?comment WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:comment ?comment.}</sparql>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.Comment.String>

<!--Pass through or Generalize for Rare Conditions-->

<!--Patient.Condition.ProblemName-->

<Patient.Condition.ProblemName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?condition ?problemName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemName ?problemName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemName.String>

<!--Patient.Condition.ProblemCode-->

<Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemCode ?problemCode.

?problemCode salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:condition ?condition.?condition salus:problemCode

?problemCode.?problemCode salus:displayName ?displayName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName-->

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedProductName ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.

?medicationInformation salus:codedProductName ?codedProductName.

?codedProductName salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedProductName ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedProductName ?codedProductName.?codedProductName

salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName-->

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?medicationInformation ?codedProductName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedProductName ?codedProductName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient-->

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedActiveIngredient ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedActiveIngredient ?codedActiveIngredient.
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?codedActiveIngredient salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedActiveIngredient ?displayName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedActiveIngredient ?codedActiveIngredient.?codedActiveIngredient

salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName-->

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedBrandName ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedBrandName

?codedBrandName.?codedBrandName salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedBrandName ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedBrandName ?codedBrandName.?codedBrandName salus:displayName

?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName-->

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?medicationInformation ?codedBrandName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:immunization ?immunization.?immunization

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.

?medicationInformation salus:codedBrandName ?codedBrandName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName-->

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedProductName ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedProductName

?codedProductName.?codedProductName salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedProductName ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedProductName

?codedProductName.?codedProductName salus:displayName ?displayName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName-->

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?medicationInformation ?codedProductName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation. ?medicationInformation

salus:codedProductName ?codedProductName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient-->

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedActiveIngredient ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedActiveIngredient

?codedActiveIngredient. ?codedActiveIngredient salus:code ?code.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedActiveIngredient ?displayName WHERE {?pt a
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salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.

?medicationInformation salus:codedActiveIngredient ?codedActiveIngredient.

?codedActiveIngredient salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName-->

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedBrandName ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedBrandName

?codedBrandName.?codedBrandName salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?codedBrandName ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:medicationInformation

?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation salus:codedBrandName

?codedBrandName.?codedBrandName salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName-->

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?medicationInformation ?codedBrandName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication

salus:medicationInformation ?medicationInformation.?medicationInformation

salus:codedBrandName ?codedBrandName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemName-->

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?problemName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemName

?problemName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<!--Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode-->

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication

?indication. ?indication salus:problemCode

?problemCode.?problemCode salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:medication ?medication.?medication salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemCode ?problemCode.?problemCode

salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Type-->

<Patient.Procedure.Type.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedureType ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:procedureType

?procedureType.?procedureType salus:code ?code.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Type.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?procedureType ?displayName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure

salus:procedureType ?procedureType.?procedureType salus:displayName

?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Type-->

<Patient.Procedure.Type.String>
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<sparql>SELECT ?procedure ?procedureType WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:procedureType

?procedureType.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemName-->

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?indication ?problemName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemName ?problemName.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<!--Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode-->

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication ?indication.

?indication salus:problemCode ?problemCode.

?problemCode salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:procedure ?procedure.?procedure salus:indication

?indication. ?indication salus:problemCode ?problemCode.

?problemCode salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Result.Type-->

<Patient.Result.Type.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultType ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:resultType ?resultType.

?resultType salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.Result.Type.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultType ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:result ?result.?result salus:resultType ?resultType.

?resultType salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.Type.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemName-->

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?problemName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition.?relatedCondition salus:problemName

?problemName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<!--Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode-->

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.

?relatedCondition salus:problemCode ?problemCode.

?problemCode salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:result ?result.?result salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition. ?relatedCondition salus:problemCode ?problemCode.

?problemCode salus:displayName ?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.Type-->

<Patient.VitalSign.Type.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultType ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:resultType

?resultType.?resultType salus:code ?code.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>
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</Patient.VitalSign.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.Type.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?resultType ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:resultType

?resultType.?resultType salus:displayName

?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.Type.DisplayName.String>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemName-->

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?relatedCondition ?problemName WHERE {?pt a

salus:Patient.?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign

salus:relatedCondition ?relatedCondition.

?relatedCondition salus:problemName ?problemName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<!--Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode-->

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?code WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.?pt

salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition. ?relatedCondition

salus:problemCode ?problemCode.?problemCode salus:code ?code.}

</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<sparql>SELECT ?problemCode ?displayName WHERE {?pt a salus:Patient.

?pt salus:vitalSign ?vitalSign.?vitalSign salus:relatedCondition

?relatedCondition. ?relatedCondition

salus:problemCode ?problemCode.?problemCode salus:displayName

?displayName.}</sparql>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

</rdfconf>
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APPENDIX D

HL7 CDA PCC/CCD TEMPLATES CONFIGURATION
FILE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>

<cdaconf>

<Patient.ID.Extension.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/recordTarget/patientRole/id/@extension

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</Patient.ID.Extension.String>

<Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/

section/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high

/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Allergy.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Allergy.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Allergy.Comment.String>

<Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Condition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/observation

/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Condition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<Patient.Condition.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Condition.Comment.String>

<Patient.Immunization.AdministeredDate.Datetime>
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<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/observation

/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Immunization.AdministeredDate.Datetime>

<Patient.Immunization.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Immunization.Comment.String>

<Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Value.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/observation

/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Value.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section/

entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.AdministeredTiming.Phase.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/observation

/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.Comment.String>

<Patient.Medication.Order.ExpirationDateTime.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.Order.ExpirationDateTime.Datetime>
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<Patient.Medication.Order.DateTime.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.Order.DateTime.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.FulfillmentHistory.DispenseDate.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship

/observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Medication.FulfillmentHistory.DispenseDate.Datetime>

<Patient.Medication.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Medication.Comment.String>

<Patient.Pregnancy.ObservationDate.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.ObservationDate.Datetime>

<Patient.Pregnancy.LastMenstrualPeriodDate.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.LastMenstrualPeriodDate.Datetime>

<Patient.Pregnancy.DeliveryDate.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.DeliveryDate.Datetime>

<Patient.Pregnancy.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Pregnancy.Comment.String>

<Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Procedure.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<xpath></xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.Comment.String>
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<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.Comment.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Comment.String>

<Patient.Result.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Result.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Result.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship

/observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<Patient.Result.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.Result.Comment.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/high/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>
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</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.High.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/effectiveTime/low/@value

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeInterval.Low.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/entryRelationship/

observation/effectiveTime/@value</xpath>

<method>Shift Date CDA</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.TimeOfDeath.Datetime>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.Comment.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.Comment.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/text/reference/@value

</xpath>

<method>Delete Value</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.Comment.String>

<Patient.Condition.ProblemName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName

</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemName.String>

<Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Condition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>
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</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Immunization.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/

section/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName

</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ProductName.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.ActiveIngredient.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.MedicationInformation.BrandName.String>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section/

entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Medication.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Type.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>
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<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Type.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Type.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Type.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemName.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Procedure.Indication.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Result.Type.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.Result.Type.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.Type.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.Result.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.Type.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.Type.Code.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.Type.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.Type.DisplayName.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemName.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@code</xpath>
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<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.Code.String>

<Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

<xpath>/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section

/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/code/@displayName</xpath>

<method>Rare Process</method>

</Patient.VitalSign.RelatedCondition.ProblemCode.DisplayName.String>

</cdaconf>
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APPENDIX E

ICH E2B TEMPLATES CONFIGURATION FILE

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>

<icsrconf>

<patientinitial>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientinitial</xpath>

<method>Write Anonymized</method>

</patientinitial>

<!--Patient GP Medical Record Number-->

<patientgpmedicalrecordnumb>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientgpmedicalrecordnumb

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</patientgpmedicalrecordnumb>

<patientspecialistrecordnumb>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientspecialistrecordnumb

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</patientspecialistrecordnumb>

<patienthospitalrecordnumb>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patienthospitalrecordnumb

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</patienthospitalrecordnumb>

<patientinvestigationnumb>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientinvestigationnumb

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</patientinvestigationnumb>

<patientbirthdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientbirthdate</xpath>

<method>Generalize Date to Year</method>

</patientbirthdate>

<patientlastmenstrualdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientlastmenstrualdate

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientlastmenstrualdate>

<patientmedicalstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/medicalhistoryepisode/

patientmedicalstartdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientmedicalstartdate>

<patientmedicalenddate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/medicalhistoryepisode/

patientmedicalenddate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientmedicalenddate>

<patientdrugstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientpastdrugtherapy/

patientdrugstartdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientdrugstartdate>

<patientdrugenddate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientpastdrugtherapy/
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patientdrugenddate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientdrugenddate>

<patientdeathdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientdeath/patientdeathdate

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</patientdeathdate>

<parentidentification>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentidentification

</xpath>

<method>Substitute Pseudonym</method>

</parentidentification>

<parentbirthdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentbirthdate</xpath>

<method>Generalize Date to Year</method>

</parentbirthdate>

<parentlastmenstrualdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentlastmenstrualdate

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</parentlastmenstrualdate>

<parentmedicalstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentmedicalhistoryepisode

/parentmedicalstartdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</parentmedicalstartdate>

<parentmedicalenddate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentmedicalhistoryepisode

/parentmedicalenddate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</parentmedicalenddate>

<parentdrugstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentpastdrugtherapy/

parentdrugstartdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</parentdrugstartdate>

<reactionstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/reaction/reactionstartdate

</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</reactionstartdate>

<reactionenddate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/reaction/reactionenddate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</reactionenddate>

<testdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/test/testdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</testdate>

<drugstartdate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/drug/drugstartdate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</drugstartdate>

<drugenddate>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/drug/drugenddate</xpath>

<method>Shift Date ICSR</method>

</drugenddate>

<!--Pass through, control for rare diseases-->

<patientepisodename>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/medicalhistoryepisode

/patientepisodename</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</patientepisodename>

<patientdrugname>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientpastdrugtherapy

/patientdrugname</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</patientdrugname>

<patientdrugindication>
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<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientpastdrugtherapy/

patientdrugindication</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</patientdrugindication>

<patientdeathreport>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/patientdeath/patientdeathreport

</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</patientdeathreport>

<parentmedicalepisodename>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentmedicalhistoryepisode

/parentmedicalepisodename

</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</parentmedicalepisodename>

<parentmedicalcomment>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentmedicalhistoryepisode/

parentmedicalcomment</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</parentmedicalcomment>

<parentmedicalrelevanttext>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentmedicalhistoryepisode/

parentmedicalrelevanttext</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</parentmedicalrelevanttext>

<parentdrugname>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentpastdrugtherapy/

parentdrugname</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</parentdrugname>

<parentdrugindication>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/parent/parentpastdrugtherapy/

parentdrugindication</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</parentdrugindication>

<testname>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/test/testname</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</testname>

<moreinformation>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/test/moreinformation</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</moreinformation>

<resultstestsprocedures>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/test/resultstestsprocedures</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</resultstestsprocedures>

<drugadditional>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/drug/drugadditional</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</drugadditional>

<narrativeincludeclinical>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/summary/narrativeincludeclinical

</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</narrativeincludeclinical>

<reportercomment>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/summary/reportercomment</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</reportercomment>

<senderdiagnosis>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/summary/senderdiagnosis</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</senderdiagnosis>

<sendercomment>

<xpath>ichicsr/safetyreport/patient/summary/sendercomment</xpath>

<method>Pass</method>

</sendercomment>

</icsrconf>
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